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Abstract
Accelerated wear on the drift belt at Narrabri Coal Operations (NCO) has been an ongoing
issue which will present significant financial implications on the company in the near
future. Through a combination of calculations, research, non-destructive testing and
system inspections the following were found to be causing accelerated wear on the steel
cord conveyor belt:
• Design upgrades to system over the life of the belt;
• 2◦ forward idler tilt on carry idler sets;
• Alignment and level of carry idler sets; and
• Belt slippage around drive pulleys.
It was concluded that the root cause of accelerated wear can be attributed to
a combination of the effects of the design upgrades and the idler tilt. The remaining
life of the installed belt has been estimated to be 16 months, therefore replacement is
recommend by January 2019.
To correct the root cause of accelerated wear on the drift belt at NCO, the
implementation of a corrective wedge has been recommended. The wedge is designed to
rotate the structure until the idlers are square with the belt. It is estimated that the
implementation of this solution will cost NCO approximately $162, 000.00.
After investigation into alternative belting options for the drift belt at NCO, it
was determined that the ST2800 belt currently installed will continue to be the opti-
mum belt for this system. Therefore when the belt is replaced, the same type should be
reinstalled.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviation
NCO Narrabri Coal Operations
NDT Non-destructive testing
ROM Run of mine
FRAS Flame resistant anti-static
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
UT Ultrasonic Testing
RCA Root Cause Analysis
US Unserviceable
LHS Left Hand Side
RHS Right Hand Side
PC Pulley Cover
CC Carry Cover
OB Outbye
IB Inbye
WS Walkside
OWS Off Walk Side
Definitions
Outbye Directional term to describe moving towards the surface, away from
the coal face
Inbye Directional term to describe moving towards the coal face, away
from the surface
Right Hand Side The right hand side refers to ones right when looking along the belt
towards the Head Pulley
v
vi
Left Hand Side The left hand side refers to ones left when looking along the belt
towards the Head Pulley
Walk Side The side of the belt designed to be walked along
Off Walk Side The side of the belt that should not be walked along
Quantities
ρ Density
Q Carrying capacity
A Cross-sectional area of material
k Conveyor slope factor
v Belt velocity
x Length of carry idler
b Belt capacity width
β Idler trough angle
δ Material surcharge angle
θ Incline angle
F Tension
qb Mass of conveyor belt per unit length
qm Mass of coal per unit length
qc Total mass of carry belt per unit length
qro Mass of carry idlers per unit length
qru Mass of return idlers per unit length
g Gravity
ac Spacing of carry idler sets
ar Spacing of return idler sets
Ks Belt sag factor
Fe Total resistance
FH Main resistance
Fst Slope resistance
FN Secondary resistance
FS1 Special main resistances
vii
FS2 Special secondary resistances
Ff Frictional force between belt and pulleys
Fd Tangential drive force
R Resultant force
T Torque
T1 Incoming belt tension
T2 Outgoing belt tension
c Secondary resistance correction coefficient
f Friction factor
L Length of conveyor
Lσ Length of conveyor installed with tilted idlers
Cσ Trough coefficient
H Vertical height of conveyor
µ0 Coefficient of friction between belt and idlers
µ Coefficient of friction
m Friction factor
P Motor power
ω Rotational velocity
ds Slip distance
W Work done on belt
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Introduction
Narrabri Coal Operations (NCO) is an underground coal mine located in north-west New
South Wales. During the 2016-2017 financial year, the site produced 7.3 million tonnes
of run of mine (ROM) coal, making it one of the most productive and cost effective
underground coal mines operating in Australia [22]. This productivity relies heavily on
the availability and reliability of the conveyor system used to transport the coal from the
coal face to the stockpile.
On site, a system of six conveyors is used to transport the coal out of the mine.
The arrangement of these conveyors can be seen in Figure 1.1 below. The three maingate
belts in the system feed directly onto the trunk belt and in turn the drift and skyline
belts. The drift belt in this system became the focus of this investigation after showing
signs of uneven, accelerated wear during a routine ultrasonic thickness test conducted in
2015.
Figure 1.1: NCO Conveyor System
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After the condition of the belt continued to deteriorate, determining a cause of
wear became crucial to NCO. Replacing this belt prior to the original life expectancy will
have significant financial impacts on the company. In addition, if the belt were to fail
catastrophically due to this wear, the costs will escalate further.
1.1 Aims
The aims of this investigation were to determine the cause of uneven, accelerated wear
on the drift belt conveyor at NCO, prevent similar wear from occurring in the future and
determine the economical impact of the wear on the business. Within this investigation,
a range of sub-goals were set to create a holistic overview of the problem. These sub goals
are defined below
• To theoretically determine the design of the conveyor belt required to withstand the
operating conditions of NCO, therefore verifying the validity of the conveyor belt
design begin used;
• To determine the expected wear on the conveyor belt taking into account the up-
grades of the system;
• To determine the location and extent of accelerated wear on the conveyor belt;
• To identify the root cause of wear based on research, calculations, testing and in-
spections;
• To propose a solution to prevent the same wear from occurring in the future;
• To explore appropriate belt scanning and inspection technologies and propose an
optimised condition monitoring solution to extend belt life in the future; and
• To determine cost estimates for the proposed solutions, alternative belting options
and condition monitoring technology.
1.2. SCOPE 3
1.2 Scope
This thesis covers a broad range of concepts and literature regarding conveyor belt design
and common causes of wear. This investigation however, focuses on the wear seen on
the drift belt at Narrabri Coal Operations and finding a solution to the root cause of
accelerated wear on this belt. The scope for this project is defined in Table 1.1 below.
Table 1.1: Scope
In Scope Out of Scope
• Wear on the drift belt at NCO up to
September 2017
• Environmental factors effecting the life
expectancy of the belt;
• Effects of design upgrades over the life
of the belt;
• Loading of the belt prior to the chute
replacement in June 2016;
• Expected wear and life predictions of
the steel cord conveyor belt;
• Detailed project management for belt
replacement;
• Determining the root cause of acceler-
ated wear on the steel cord conveyor belt;
• Variances in slip conditions around
pulley prior to the second upgrade;
• Costing of belt change out; • Belt maintenance procedures;
• Belting alternatives; • Spare belt condition and maintenance;
and
• Condition monitoring technologies
available; and
• Thickness testing over whole length of
belt;
• Thickness testing at isolated locations
along the length of the belt.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Bulk material handling with belt conveyors is a both highly efficient and cost effective
solution to moving mass over a range of distances [24]. Correct conveyor design and
belt selection can assist in achieving a safe environment, system availability and ease of
operation and maintenance [1]. According to Fedorko [10], conveyor belt damage and wear
has significant implications on the operation and service life of the belt. The service life
of a conveyor belt is limited by the “wear of cover layers, amount of punctures, damage,
deformation and loss of functional properties” [1].
Fedorko [10] lists the primary causes of conveyor belt wear as either one of or
a combination of: inappropriate installation of the belt, inappropriate belt structure,
insufficient chute design, insufficient components for the material being transported and
insufficient maintenance and failure monitoring devices. Similar claims have been made
by John Andrews and Claudia Fecarotti [2] and Ron Moore [16] who claim the initial
design as well as operating conditions and maintenance effect an engineering systems’
performance. In addition to this, Andrejiova [1] recognises conveyor belt storage and
splice and clip locations as contributors to premature failures and reduced service life.
Conveyor belt availability and reliability is important financially to many in-
dustries. Within the Australia’s coal industry, the efficiency of a mine depends on the
amount of coal produced. Therefore an efficient and reliable conveyor system is essential.
The efficiency of a conveyor is often quantified by the carrying capacity and reliability of
operation of the conveyor [8].
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2.1 Conveyor Design
The Conveyor Equipment Manufactuers Association (CEMA) identifies that the main
areas for design consideration of a conveyor belt are carrying capacity, power requirements
and minimum tensions as well as basic idler configuration, pulley design and belt selection
[7]. Robert Krek [14] considers geographical and topographical constraints of a belt as
well as the conveyor capacity and material properties during conveyor design.
2.1.1 Carrying Capacity
The carrying capacity of a conveyor belt determines the amount of material that can
be transported by the belt at given design and operating parameters [7]. Dr. Robin
Steven [20] discusses the potential for an increase in capacity by; increasing the belt
width, increasing belt speed, using higher capacity idler geometry, employing low roller
resistance rubber or increasing belt strength. The carrying capacity of a conveyor is
calculated with Equation 2.1 below [14].
Q = ρAvk (2.1)
Where the cross sectional area of the material is dependent on belt width and
idler configuration. Equations 2.2 and 2.3 below are used to calculate the material cross
sectional area for a belt with a three idler configuration [14].
S1 = [x+ (b− x) cos(β)]2 tan(δ)
6
(2.2)
S2 =
[
x+
(
b− x
2
)
cos(β)
] [(
b− x
2
)
sin(β)
]
(2.3)
So
A = S1 + S2 (2.4)
2.1.2 Power Requirements
The belt tension applied to the drive pulleys should be sufficient to transmit power to the
belt without slipping [7]. The power consumed by a conveyor system with given operating
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parameters is detrmined with the following equation [14].
P = Fev (2.5)
Where, Fe is the total resistance in the system which can be further defined by Equation
2.6.
Fe = FH + Fst + FN + Fs1 + Fs2 (2.6)
Where
FH - Main Resistances
• Rotational resistance of idlers (both carry and return)
• Frictional resistances between idlers and belt
Fst - Slope Resistance
• Resistance due to lifting material (for inclined conveyors)
Fs1 - Special Main Resistances
• Drag resistance due to forward tilt of idlers
For long conveyors, a coefficient is added to the main resistances to account
for any secondary resistance (FN) caused by the inertial and frictional resistances due
to acceleration of material in loading area, resistance due to friction within the chute,
pulley bearing resistance and pulley frictional resistance. For simplification, the special
secondary resistances (FS2) are excluded from the calculations. This includes resistances
due to the friction between the belt and pulley cleaners, skirts, trippers and discharge
ploughs.
The main and slope and resistances can be calculated with Equations 2.7 and 2.8
below [14].
FH = fLgc [qro + qru + (2qb + qg) cos δ] (2.7)
Fst = qGHg (2.8)
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The special main resistance caused by idler tilt in the system can be determined using
Equation 2.9 below as defined in ISO5048:1979.
FS1 = F
Where
F = CµoL(qB + qg)g cos δ sin  (2.9)
2.1.3 Tension Limits
The tension applied to the conveyor belt should be sufficent to reduce sag between idler
sets as well as prevent the belt from slipping however, the applied tension must not exceed
the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the belt [7]. To calcualte the minimum tension
required to reduce belt sag, Krek [14] defines Equation 2.10 below.
F =
qcga
8Ks
(2.10)
Ideally, the sag between idlers sohould not exceed 1.5% of the distance between
idler sets [14].
2.2 Steel Cord Belts
Conveyor Belts are generally constructed with three main elements: the top and bottom
covers and the carcass [7]. Some steel cord belts also incorporate a fourth element known
as a breaker [7]. The carcass is designed to carry the tension forces required to move
the belt and carry the material during operation. The carcass is also required to absorb
the impact of material loading and provide support and stability during all operating
conditions [7]. The primary purpose of the the covers (both top and bottom) is to protect
the carcass [14]. The breaker is used within the top cover of the belt to help absorb the
impact of material loading [7]. The common configuration of a steel cord belt can be seen
below in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Cross Section of a Typical Steel Cord Conveyor Belt
2.2.1 Carcass
A range of materials can be used as the carcass in a conveyor belt including textile
and steel cord options [7]. Steel cord carcasses are commonly used when high strength,
high length stability, low bending stress and superior trough characteristics are required
for operation [7]. The steel cords are commonly made from a high carbon steel with a
surface finish designed to assist with adhesion to the rubber covers [7]. Harrision [11]
claims, typically steel cords have a modulus of up to 2070 MPa and have high levels of
magnetisation.
2.2.2 Covers
Conveyor belts used in underground coal mines are required to be of Fire Resistant Anti-
Static (FRAS) status and therefore neoprene, nitrite, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or styrene
butadiene (SBR) are commonly used for the belt covers [7]. Fire resistant belts are tested
to prove their ability to either self extinguish when set on fire or to not initiate a fire
when subjected to heat from stall against a rotating steel drum [5]. The thickness of the
belt covers is determined primarily by the operating conditions of the belt [4]. The top
covers thickness depends on the abrasiveness of the material being transported, where the
bottom cover thickness depends on the interaction requirements between the belt and the
belt structure (idlers, pulleys etc.) [7].
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2.2.3 Breaker Fabric
In high impact situations, a breaker fabric, commonly nylon, polyester or ‘leno’ weave
is incorporated into the CC of the belt [7]. Breakers allow for the impact energy from
material loading to be dissipated through the cover rather than causing local damage to
the carcass [7]. They also provide additional protection to the carcass if the cover was to
be damaged by sharp materials [7].
2.3 Non-Destructive Testing
Charles Hellier defines non-destructive testing (NDT) as an examination on an object to
determine its serviceability without altering the object in any way [12]. NDT is beneficial
as testing can occur while a part is in service and can continue being used after testing
[12]. This type of testing has a number of limitations including the manual nature of the
tests and the lack of consistency between tests [12]. Two main types of NDT are used
on in-service conveyor belts to determine the condition of the belt, including Ultrasonic
thickness testing and Magnetic particle testing [12].
2.3.1 Ultrasonic Thickness Testing
“Ultrasonic velocity is widely used in the investigation of material properties” [13]. Ul-
trasonic testing provides a Non Destructive Testing (NDT) method, desirable when the
thickness of a material can not be determined with conventional measuring methods or if
the thickness changes spacially [13]. Hsu states that the thickness of a material is directly
related to both the ultrasonic velocity of and attenuation of the material [13]. Both the
ultrasonic velocity and thickness are determined with Equations 2.11 and 2.12 below by
measuring sound wave flight times [13].
Figure 2.2: Ultrasonic Testing Dimensions (Source: Hsu, 1992)
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v = vw
(tw − t1) + (tw − t2)
(tm − t1) + (tm − t2) (2.11)
d =
vw
2
[(tw − t1) + (tw − t2)] (2.12)
Ultrasonic testing is commonly used to measure the thickness of rubber covers
on in-service conveyor belts [9]. In steel cord belts, the sound wave is reflected off the
first layer of reinforcement (the steel cords) therefore allowing the top and bottom cover
thicknesses to be meausered independently [9].
2.3.2 Magnetic Particle Testing
Magnetic particle testing (MT) is used to monitor the condition of the steel cords within a
conveyor belt as well as the splice joins between belt sections. Hellier [12] defines MT as a
NDT method which uses discontinuities in a magnetic flux. The principles of Magnetism
include; polarity, magnetic forces, magnetic field, flux density, magnetizing force, magnetic
permeability, magnetic reluctance, magnetic saturation, hysteresis, magnetization and
electromagnetic field direction.
When a steel cord conveyor belt is exposed to magnetisation, one end of the cord
becomes the “North Pole” while the other is the “South Pole”. At the splice location,
the “North Pole” of one cord is connected to the “South Pole” of another. Thus, the
magnetic flux between the two can be measured for splice elongation monitoring. The
poles and flux directions of each cord can be visualised in Figure 2.3 below.
Figure 2.3: Polarity and Flux Direction of Magnetised Material (Source: Hellier, 2012)
In addition, MT is used to monitor the condition of the steel cords in a conveyor
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belt. If any of the cords in the belt have experienced damage, additional North and South
poles will be created in the loop [12]. This can be seen in Figure 2.4 below. By monitoring
the location and distance between north and south poles on a conveyor belt, the addition
of poles in the system indicates a damaged or corroded cord.
Figure 2.4: Polarity Change in a Damages Steel Cord (Source: Hellier, 2012)
2.4 Wear Mechanisms
The service life of a conveyor belt is limited by the “wear of cover layers, amount of
punctures, damage, deformation and loss of functional properties” [1]. Availability and
reliability of conveyor systems is important financially to many industries. Within the
Australian coal industry, the efficiency of a mine depends on the amount of coal produced,
therefore a reliable conveyor system is essential to overall productivity.
Conveyor belt wear is often a result of one of or a combination of: inappropriate
installation of the belt, inappropriate belt structure, insufficient chute design, insufficient
components for the material being transported and insufficient maintenance and failure
monitoring devices [10]. Similar claims have been made by Andrews and Fecarotti [2]
who claim the initial design as well as operating conditions and maintenance effect an
engineering system’s performance. In addition to this, Andrejiova [1] recognises conveyor
belt storage and splice and clip locations as contributors to premature failures and reduced
service life.
Causes of wear on the carry cover and pulley cover of a conveyor belt differ due
to the environments each is exposed to. According to D.F Moore [15] the main causes of
wear on rubber are abrasion, adhesion, fatigue and corrosion.
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2.4.1 Rubber
Due to the tough but flexible nature of rubber, its resistance to deformation from single
event impact is high [3]. However, when continual contact between a rubber component
and other moving components is endured, sharp asperities are likely to cause micro-tearing
[3]. This micro-tearing is known as abrasion and is identifiable on rubber components due
to the parallel ridge patterns left on the surface [3]. Abrasion is experienced by a range
of rubber components including tyres, shoes and conveyor belts.
In 1957, Schallamach [19] stated that, unlike the effects of friction on solids,
“rubber friction is not necessarily accompanied by abrasion”. Abrasion of rubber therefore
is more likely to be a result of tearing or fatigue [17].
Muhr [17] describes the wear of rubber to be proportional to both the abradability
and amount of sliding endured by the rubber. Moore [15] goes on to include roll formation
as a cause of wear on rubber surfaces. The relationship between friction and wear is seen in
Figure 2.5 below. This figure shows that for low coefficients of friction and a low abrasion
index, wear is often caused by fatigue. Abrasive and roll formation wear however are
attributed to higher coefficients of friction.
Figure 2.5: Relationship between Friction and Wear (Source: Moore, 1980)
In 1966, Savkoor [18] examined the effects of friction on rubber tyre wear, he
suggests that “the friction of rubber on a smooth hard surface results from secondary
forces of attraction”. Therefore, effects such as adhesion is likely to be causing wear in
these cases [18].
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2.4.2 Carry Cover
The carry cover of a conveyor belt is continuously exposed to impact forces and abrasive
wear. The main causes of accelerated wear on the CC of a conveyor belt are impact
abrasion at the transfer point or material carry back and in turn insufficient belt cleaning
solutions.
Impact Damage
A signifanct number of conveyor belts failures which during operation can be attributed
to the impact from falling material [10]. Fedorko [10] lists the primary factors contribut-
ing to belt damage at the point of material impact are the innappropriate construction of
conveyor belt, inappropriate support system, bad solutioin of chutes and hoppers, insuffi-
cant consideration to material properties, insufficnet maintenance and failure monitoring
devices. When selecting a belt for a conveyor system, consideration should be made to
the cover thickness and hardness [10]. The belt must be able to absorb shock from falling
material sufficently to reduce damage [10]. As well as appropriate belt selection, impact
idlers should be used in the loading zone to reduce the shock required to be absorbed by
the belt rather than classic steel idlers [10]. Fedorko [10] conducted an experiement in
which the impact and absorbed energy of a belt was measured as material of different
masses was dropped from a height of 2.6m. From this it was concluded that as the mass
of falling material increases, so does the impact energy and absorbed energy on the belt
[10]. However, the impact energy increases more significantly indicating less of this is
absorbed by the belt for heavier specimens. The results shows significant damage to both
the top cover and carcass of the belt however the bottom cover remained undamaged [10].
Andrejiova [1] completed a similar experiment which highlighted the effect of
falling material (from a range of heights) on a conveyor belt. From this is was concluded
that 100% of samples for which material was dropped from a height above 2.2m recieved
some degree of damage, 70% of which incurred a puncture to the belt [1]. In addition to
this, Andrejiova compared the damage incurred on the belt with different material shapes
(spherical and pyramidal), where 75% of the damaged samples were caused by pyramid
shaped lumps of material.
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Material Carry back
Without sufficient belt cleaning solutions in place, small fragments of material are carried
back through the system on the carry side of the conveyor belt. This causes abrasive
type wear as the material becomes wedged between the belt and the return rollers. It is
likely that wear caused by carry back will also be evident on the return idlers, particularly
towards the Head Pulley.
2.4.3 Pulley Cover
According to Zhang [? ], accelerated wear on the pulley cover of a conveyor belt is
typically caused by the interaction between the belt and the idlers and pulleys. This
interaction, similar to a tyre on the road, can lead to abrasive or adhesive wear [15]. Idler
configuration, belt properties and belt loading may all lead to premature pulley cover
wear at the idler junction while contact stresses and increased friction cause wear across
the width of the belt [23].
Idler Junction Wear
The idler junction describes the space between two carry idler sets. In the case of a three
idler set, this is the space between the center idler and each of the wing idlers. The idler
junction is circled in Figure 2.6 below.
Figure 2.6: Idler Junction
According to Zhang [23], the primary cause of belt deformation at the idler junc-
tion is bending due to the trough angle of the carry idler structure. He analysed the strain
experienced by the PC of the conveyor belt through finite element modelling (FEM). The
results from this can be seen in Figure 2.7 below.
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Figure 2.7: Location of Stress on Pulley Cover (Source: Zhang, 2015)
This model shows higher stress levels in the longitudinal direction along the idler
junction. In addition, the highest strain, as indicated by the red dots, align with the steel
cords in the belt as they travel over the carry idler set [23]. Thus, the PC is experiencing
cyclical increases in pressure each time it passes over an idler. Zhang [23], identifies a
number of factors which affect the strain experience by the PC during operation including;
“trough angle, belt thickness, cross-sectional loading of belt, material surcharge angle,
idler spacing, and convex and concave curves”.
The Idler Junction Pressure Index (IJPI) was developed by CDI to quantitatively
describe the idler bending stress experienced by a conveyor belt [23]. The higher the
index, the more bending deformation occurring. Zhang [23] used this index to model
the relationship between bending stress and Idler spacing, belt thickness, trough angle
and tonnage. This analysis concluded that increasing the idler spacing, trough angle and
tonnage caused an increase where an increase in belt thickness caused a decrease in the
bending stress experienced by the belt.
Sliding Friction and High Contact Stresses
From Figure 2.7, it is evident that the sections of rubber directly below steel cords, are
subjected to high contact stresses [23]. This stress includes the normal stress induced by
the weight of the belt and the material and the shear stress caused by indentation rolling
resistance [23]. Zhang [23] identifies convex curves caused by a change in belt direction,
or misaligned idlers as additional normal forces.
High normal and shear stresses in the PC are likely to attribute to accelerated
wear [23]. An example of the cover wear caused by high contact pressures can be seen
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in Figure 2.8 below. The wear circles on this belt correlate with the location of the steel
cords.
Figure 2.8: Example of Wear Caused by high contact stresses on a Pulley Cover (Source:
Zhang, 2015)
Tilted Idlers
Forward tilted idlers are commonly used to prevent or resurrect belt tracking problems
[23]. The tilt on the idlers changes the direction of linear velocity over the idlers and
therefore, the velocity can be categorised into a lateral and a longitudinal velocity. While
the longitudinal velocity component has little impact on the wear of the belt, the lateral
velocity causes sliding contact between the belt and the idlers [23]. The location of wear
caused by the forward tilt of the idlers is most dominant in the high contact stress area
on the wing roller, close to the idler junction [23]. Wear patterns caused by idler tilt can
be seen below in Figure 2.9 [23].
Figure 2.9: Example of Wear Caused by Forward Idler Tilt (Source: Zhang, 2015)
From the figure above, it can be seen that the tilted idlers cause wear lines to
form beneath the steel cords. It can be seen that the most significant wear aligns with
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the inner part of the wing idler.
Pulley Lagging
Ceremic pulley lagging is often chosen over rubber lagging due to the increased friction
coefficent and wear resistance [23]. However, in some cases, the increased friction between
the belt and the pulley in conjunction with high tension ratios on drive pulleys can cause
premature cover fail. The wear patterns on the belt caused by aggressive ceramic lagging
can be seen below in Figure 2.10 [23].
Figure 2.10: Wear Patterns Caused by Aggressive Ceramic Pulley Lagging on Pulley
Cover (Source: Zhang, 2015)
2.5 NCO Drift Belt
The drift belt conveyor at Narrabri Coal Operations is used to transport coal from the
bottom of the pit to the surface. Since its installation in April 2011, this belt has trans-
ported over 31 million tonnes of ROM coal out of the mine. The basic configuration of
the drift conveyor system can be seen in Figure 2.11 below.
Figure 2.11: Basic Layout of Narrabri Coal Operations Drift Conveyor
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2.5.1 Conveyor System Details
Basic specifications for the drift conveyor system can be seen in Table 2.1 below.
Table 2.1: Drift Conveyor Specifications
Description Specification
Length (center to center) 1484 m
Total Length of belt 2997 m
Vertical Height 176 m
Maximum Gradient 12.5%
Troughing Angle 35◦
Surcharge Angle 20◦
Since the installation of the belt, the drift conveyor system has undergone two
major upgrades as the mine has evolved and become more productive. The specifications
for each of these can be found in Table 2.2 below.
Table 2.2: Drift System Specifications
Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Date Commissioned October 2009 July 2012 June 2016
Annual Capacity (Mtpa) 2.5 6.5 10
Production Rate (tph) 3500 4200 5660
Belt Speed (m/s) 4.05 4.75 6.0
Production Method Bord and Pillar Longwall Longwall
Installed Drives 3 x 1000 kW 3 x 1000 kW 3 x 1400 kW
Belt Safety Factor 6.86 6.63 6.33
The lagging specifications for both the primary and secondary drive pulley’s and
bend pulley can be found in Table 2.3 below.
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Table 2.3: Pulley Lagging Specifications
Description Specification
Lagging Type Ceramic
Lagging Gauge 12.7 mm
Durometer (Shore A) 68
Stiffness Modulus (Normal) 6,233 kN
Stiffness Modulus (Shear) 2,075.32 kN
Groove Spacing 50 mm
Groove Depth 5.667 mm
Groove Width 4 mm
Rubber Friction Limit 0.7
The lagging on the tail pulley is different to the other three pulleys in the system.
The specifications for the lagging can be found in Table 2.4 below.
Table 2.4: Tail Pulley Lagging Specifications
Description Specifications
Lagging Type FRAS Rubber
Groove Type Diamond
Lagging Gauge 12.7 mm
2.5.2 Belt Specifications
The drift belt at NCO is a ST2800 8+7 AS-S steel cord conveyor belt with a breaker
fabric in the carry cover. A basic cross section of the belt can be seen in Figure 2.12
below.
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Figure 2.12: Dimensions of ST2800 8+7 Belt
The belt was originally supplied by ContiTech in 7 x 457 m rolls, thus there are 7
splices over the length of the installed belt Specifications of the drift belt conveyor system
can be found in Table 2.1 below. The data sheet provided by Veyance Conveyors can be
found in Appendix A.
Table 2.5: Belt Specifications
Description Specification
Manufacturer Goodyear
Type ST2800
Width 1600 mm
Carry Cover Thickness 8 mm
Pulley Cover Thickness 7 mm
Mass 66.6 kg/m
Cord Diameter 7.3 mm
Cord Pitch 17.3 mm
2.5.3 Condition Based Monitoring
NCO uses on-line condition based monitoring (CBM) technologies on the drift belt for
early detection of failures. On-line monitoring is used for longitudinal rip detection, steel
cord monitoring and splice elongation detection.
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Longitudinal Rip Detection
NCO uses ContiTech’s RipProtect technology on the steel cord drift belt to detect any
longitudinal rips in the belt. This technology monitors closed-circuit loops (Sensor Guard
Loops) and radio frequency identification (RFID) tags which are emmbedded every 50 m
in the pulley cover of the conveyor belt with electromagnetic detectors [6]. As the loops
and RFID tags pass over a detector, pulses are generated and detected. If the belt were
torn, the sensor loop would also be damaged and as a result, no pulse would be detected [6].
If no pulse is detected by the system, the conveyor system is shut-down. The ContiTech
RipProtect system can be seen in Figure 2.13 below. This system is permanently installed
on the NCO drift belt, the arrangement of the detectors can be seen in Figure 2.14 below.
Figure 2.13: ContiTech RipProtect System (Source: ContiTech, 2017)
Figure 2.14: RipProtect System installed on NCO Drift Belt
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Steel Cord Monitoring
The steel cord and splice elongation monitoring on the NCO drift belt are both conducted
using ContiTech’s CordProtect system which is permanently installed on the system. The
unit magnetises the steel cords within the belt and as it passes over the sensor, a belt map
is created. The detection of discontinuities associated with cord gaps, ends and damage
are recorded by the system. Changes to cord gaps are commonly associated with splice
elongation, thus, the condition of the splices is also monitored with this unit. The basic
configuration of the CordProtect unit can be seen in Figure 2.15 and the installation of
the system on the NCO drift belt in Figure 2.16 below.
Figure 2.15: CordProtect Sensor Set-up (Source: ContiTech, 2015)
Figure 2.16: CordProtect System Installed at NCO
Ultrasonic Thickness Testing
Since installation, four ultrasonic thickness test have been conducted on the steel cord
belt. The ultrasonic thickness testing, unlike the cord and rip protection systems is not an
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on-line condition monitoring technique. The details for each of these tests as well as the
locations tested for each can be seen in Table 2.6 below. For repeatability, each thickness
test has been conducted 1 m behind the tailing end of a splice.
Table 2.6: Ultrasonic Thickness Test Details
Description Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
Company Fenner Dunlop Reliable Conveyor ContiTech ContiTech
Date 7 Oct 2015 8 Nov 2016 22 June 2017 26 Sept 2017
Location Tested
Splice 1 X X X
Splice 2 X X X X
Splice 3 X X
Splice 4 X X
Splice 5 X X X X
Splice 6 X X X X
Splice 7 X X X
Chapter 3
Approach
Investigating the accelerated wear on a steel cord conveyor belt has involved a number of
steps to create a systematic and holistic project. The steps used during the investigation
can be seen below:
1. Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
2. Solution Design
3. Cost Estimate
4. Recommendations
3.1 Root Cause Analysis
A root cause anlysis (RCA) is defined as a “systematic process for identifying “root
cause” of problems or events and an approach for responding to them” [21]. Thus, to
determine the cause of accelerated wear on the steel cord conveyor belt, a RCA approach
was adopted. The methodology used in this RCA can be seen in Figure 3.1 below.
Figure 3.1: Root Cause Analysis Strategy
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By following this methodology to determine the root cause of accelerated wear,
all possible causes were identified. It was thought that a combination of effects would be
contributing to the accelerated wear, thus identifying each was essential to determining
the most appropriate solution for the wear.
3.1.1 Problem Definition
The first stage of a RCA is the Problem Definition. Through research into common causes
of wear on a conveyor belt, conveyor design calculations and non-destructive testing on the
belt, the problem definition was determined. Design Calculations were used along with
the current operating specifications of the conveyor belt to identify any design faults.
The CEMA design calculation method was adopted for this. Ultrasonic thickness testing
allows for the location and extent of conveyor cover wear to be determined, thus focusing
the remainder of the RCA.
Design Calculations
Using the CEMA conveyor design calculation method, the carrying capacity, required
power and required tensions were determined using Equations 2.1, 2.5 and 2.10 above.
These calculations were based on the specifications of the belt currently installed at NCO.
To verify the design of the drift conveyor system, these theoretical results were be com-
pared to the actual operating conditions of the drift belt.
Expected Wear Calculations
Due to the two upgrades on the conveyor belt system since the belt was installed, it was
determined that the expected wear on the pulley cover would not be linear with respect to
the operating time. From the literature describing wear on the pulley cover of a conveyor
belt, it was determined that the interaction between the belt and pulley and idlers is likely
to be the primary cause of wear. The assumptions used to calculated the accelerated wear
on the pulley cover include:
• Rubber wear is proportional to the work done on the conveyor by the drive pulleys
and idlers;
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• If the structure is correctly aligned, the wear caused by the interaction between the
belt and the idlers is negligible;
• Work is done on the belt when it slips on the pulley;
• Rubber wears linearly when there is no change in operating conditions;
• The belt was expected to last 15 years based on the original operating conditions
of the belt;
• The expected life is based on wear to the critical limits for each cover (1.5 mm pulley
cover, 2.5 mm carry cover);
• The wear rate of rubber (mm/GNm) will remain constant during system upgrades;
and
• The slip distance around the pulleys has been constant over the life of the belt;
From these assumptions, a free body diagram (FBD) was developed for the forces
acting on the belt around both the primary drive pulley (PDP) and secondary drive pulley
(SDP). This FBD can be seen in Figure 3.2 below.
Ff
Fd
RT1
T2
Figure 3.2: Forces around Drive Pulley
Values for T1, T2, R and friction factor were found in the Belt Analyst document
provided by NCO. This document can be seen in Appendix B.
The coefficient of friction was calculated for the given friction factors of each
pulley using Equation 3.1.
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µ =
m
2
√
3
(3.1)
The Frictional Force (Ff ) and Drive Force (Fd) acting on the belt were calculated
using Equations 3.2 and 3.3 below. The sum of these equations was then calculated to
determine the sum of forces acting on the belt in the tangential direction. This sum of
forces was calculated using Equation 3.4 below.
Ff = µR (3.2)
Fd =
T
r
(3.3)
Where
T =
P
ω
And
ΣF = Fd − Ff (3.4)
It was determined that, if the results from Equation 3.4 gave a positive solution,
the belt would be experiencing slip around the pulley. If the result was negative, no slip is
experienced and hence, no wear would be occurring at that pulley for that specification.
To determine the work done on the belt, Equation 3.5 was then applied to each of these
forces.
W = ΣFds (3.5)
The work done on the belt by both the PDP and SDP were determined at each
of the three different operating conditions. To determine the wear rate of the rubber, the
speed of the conveyor belt at the original specifications was used to determine the number
of revolutions the belt will complete in 15 years. This can be seen in Equation 3.6 below.
Rev2.5 =
Operation Life (seconds) x Velocity
Length of Belt
(3.6)
Thus, the total work done on the belt over 15 years was calculated using Equation
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3.7 below.
WT (2.5) = W ×Rev2.5 (3.7)
To wear the pulley cover of the conveyor belt to the critical limit of 1.5 mm, 5.5
mm of rubber will be worn. Therefore, the wear rate was found using Equation 3.8 below.
WR2.5 =
5.5
WT (2.5)
(3.8)
Once the wear rate of the pulley cover was determined, the total revolutions to
reach the same total energy for each upgrade was determined, and thus, the life expectancy
of the belt at each of the upgraded operating conditions. These were calculated using
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 below.
RevUpgrade =
WT (2.5)
WUpgrade
(3.9)
Life Expectancy =
RevUpgrade x Length of Belt
VelocityUpgrade
(3.10)
Thus, the wear rate of the belt in mm/month for each upgrade can be determined
and the wear expected on the belt at each operating conditions found. The sum of this
wear over the 78 months was then used as the expected wear on the model.
The wear rate of the carry cover was calculated using Equation 3.11 below. For
this calculation, it was assumed that the carry cover would wear linearly over 15 years to
the critical thickness of 2.5 mm.
Wear Rate =
5.5
180
(3.11)
This wear rate was then used to determine the expected thickness of belt after
78 months of installation and used to determine the accelerated wear on the carry cover
of the steel cord belt.
Ultrasonic Thickness Testing
Conducting ultrasonic thickness tests on both the belt and a selection of the idlers in the
conveyor belt system allows for the location of wear to be determined. By combining the
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results from the expected wear model with the results from the belt thickness test allowed
for the extent of excess wear to be determined.
Steel Cord and Splice Elongation Monitoring
To ensure the accelerated wear on the conveyor belt is isolated in the covers, the condition
of the splices and steel cords was examined from the data collected by the ContiProtect
system.
3.1.2 Inspections
Conducting additional inspections on the conveyor belt system allows for any abnormal-
ities in the system to be identified. These additional inspections included three visual
inspections of the system with the following conditions:
1. Isolated
2. Running and Unloaded
3. Running and Loaded
By conducting inspections in each of the different conditions, the structure of the system
could be examined thoroughly as well as the operation and loading of the belt. In addition
to the visual inspections, a series of survey measurements were taken to identify the
alignment of the structure in the system.
3.1.3 Define Hypotheses
The abnormal or unexpected findings from the problem definition testing and inspections
were compared to the researched causes of accelerated wear. If the findings correlated
with potential causes of wear, they were considered as a hypothesis for the root cause
of accelerated wear. Once a series of hypotheses were developed, the impact and extent
of each was examined and a root cause was determined. The other hypotheses were
considered to be secondary causes of wear on the belt.
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3.1.4 5 Why’s
To define a list of recommended actions to correct the causes of accelerated wear on the
steel cord conveyor belt, a 5 Whys approach was applied. For each hypothesis identified,
a series of causes was established by asking ‘Why?’. ’Why?’ was asked up to four times
for each hypothesis in a follow on style until no more reasons were found.
3.2 Solution Design
Due to financial and time restraints on site, implementing an innovative solution to cor-
rect the root cause of accelerated wear was essential. In addition to this, investigations
into alternative belting solutions and condition monitoring devices were explored. This
provided NCO with a number of options for when the belt will be replaced as a result of
the accelerated wear.
To determine a solution to correct the root cause of accelerated wear, the re-
straints of the system (time, financial, practicality) were all considered. A combination
of prior solutions and innovation were used to design a suitable solution for NCO.
Alternative belting options and condition monitoring devices were determined
based on research into available and currently used options. The applicability and benefits
of each system were determined to provide NCO with the most practical solution.
3.3 Cost Estimate
For the solutions determined to be implemented by NCO, they must not only be techni-
cally feasible but also cost effective. Cost estimates were determined for the belt replace-
ment options, root cause correction options and proposed condition monitoring system
installation.
The costs of parts and equipment were based off prior expenditure and rough
quotes from a range of suppliers and contractors. To estimate the cost of labour, the
hourly rate currently paid by NCO was used in conjunction with a range of assumptions
of time taken to complete the work. In addition, the cost estimate for lost production was
based on the same time assumptions with the current price of thermal coal in Australia.
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Due to the fluctuation of coal prices, the cost estimate for production loss is expected to
change.
3.4 Recommendations
Based on both the technical solution design and the cost estimate to implement each
solution, a number of recommendations were made to NCO to both efficiently and cost
effectively resolve the problem of accelerated wear on the steel cord conveyor belt. The
solutions which provided the most benefit to NCO were recommended for implementa-
tion.
Chapter 4
Preliminary Testing Results
As a part of the problem definition stage of the root cause analysis conducted on the belt
a number of calculations and preliminary tests were conducted. This included compar-
ing the design capabilities of the system with the operating conditions, determining the
theoretical wear levels on the belt, ultrasonic thickness testing and steel cord and splice
elongation monitoring. The results from each of these preliminary tests can be found
below.
4.1 Design Calculations
4.1.1 Carrying Capacity
The theoretical carrying capacity of the drift belt at each operating condition was calcu-
lated using Equation 2.1 above. In addition the actual carrying capacity of the belt was
determined. The results from these calculations can be seen in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1: Caarrying Capacity Calculation Results
Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Theoretical Capacity (kg/s) 1616.76 1896.20 2395.20
Actual Capacity (kg/s) 972 1167 1572
Additional Available Capacity
(kg/s)
644.54 729.53 822.98
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Table 4.1 shows that for each upgrade, the theoretical conveyor design capacity
is greater than the maximum operating specifications of the belt. Thus, there is no design
fault associated with over loading the conveyor belt.
4.1.2 Power Requirements
The theoretical power required by the system was calculated using Equation 2.5 above.
In addition the actual power supplied by the drive units was also determined. The results
from these calculations can be seen in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2: Power Requirement Calculation Results
Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Theoretical Power Require-
ments (kW))
2333.78 2793.54 3739.12
Actual Power (kW)) 3000 3000 4200
The results in Table 4.2 above show that the theoretical power requirements are
less than the supplied power for each of the upgrades. Thus, there is no design fault with
regard to the power supplied to the system.
4.1.3 Minimum Tension Requirements
The minimum tension required in both the carry and return belts were calculated using
Equation 2.10 above. This was compared to the actual tension of the belt. The results
from these calculations can be seen in Table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3: Power Requirement Calculation Results
Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Theoretical Required Tension
of Top Belt (kN)
28.20 28.71 30.22
Theoretical Required Tension
of Bottom Belt (kN)
12.25 12.25 12.25
Actual Tension (kN) 30.6 30.6 39.2
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The drift belt at NCO uses a counterweight tensioning unit to maintain a constant
tension in the belt. The results in Table 4.3 above shows that for each upgrade, the
minimum tension required to hold the weight of the coal on the belt is less than that
applied by the counterweight. Thus, it can be concluded that excessive sag (more than
1.5% of the distance between idler sets) is not experienced by the belt.
4.2 Expected Wear Calculations
4.2.1 Results
The calculated work done on the belt by both the PDP and SDP at each of the different
operating conditions can be found in Table 4.4 below.
Table 4.4: Work Done on Belt by Pulleys at Each Operating Specification
Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Primary Drive Pulley (kNm) 9024.629 8953.196 8705.986
Secondary Drive Pulley (kNm) 2036.692 2021.209 1975.579
Total/Revolution (kNm) 11061.32 10974.41 10681.57
Total Work in 15 years (GNm) 6421.90 7473.68 9187.30
From this, the total work done in 15 years at the original design conditions was
concluded to be the work required to wear the belt to the critical limit. Thus, it is
expected that over the life of the belt, it will experience 6421.90 GNm of energy. From
this, the life expectancy and expected wear were calculated. The results from which can
be found in Table 4.5 below.
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Table 4.5: Life Expectancy and Wear at Each Operating Specification
Description Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Cycles to reach total work 580573 585171 601214
Expected life at specification
(months)
180 140 114
Wear per month (mm/month) 0.0306 0.0391 0.0481
Time at specification (months) 15 47 16
Expected wear at specification
(75) (mm)
0.5 1.8 0.6
Expected wear at specification
(78) (mm)
0.5 1.8 0.8
Total Wear (75) 2.9 mm
Total Wear (78) 3.1 mm
4.2.2 Discussion
From these calculations, it can be seen that after each upgrade, the expected life of the belt
decreases dramatically. From the original design specifications to the current operating
conditions, the life expectancy of the belt has decreased from 180 months (15 years) to
114 months (9.5 years). Because of this, the wear per month has increased with each
upgrade.
Accounting for the upgrades in the expected wear calculations has resulted in
a total expected wear after 78 months (in September 2017) of installation of 3.1 mm.
This indicates a pulley cover thickness of at least 3.9 mm is expected from the ultrasonic
thickness testing results. Any additional wear identified on the pulley cover of the conveyor
belt is unexpected and considered to be the accelerated wear.
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4.3 Belt Ultrasonic Thickness Testing
4.3.1 Testing Conditions
Specifications for the ultrasonic testing device used during both the June and September
testing can be seen in Table 4.6 below.
Table 4.6: Ultrasonic Testing Device Specifications
Description Specification
Ultrasonic Gauge Device USM GO+
Serial Number GOPLS13110439
Probe Type Used MSEK 2
Surface Temperature Measurement Device Stanley STHT0-77365
Durometer Device WESTOP
Serial Number 004802
Due to temperature restraints on the day of testing, the set material velocity was
altered for each position. The velocities used and belt temperatures can be seen in Table
4.7 below.
Table 4.7: Set Velocities and Belt Temperatures at Each Test Location
Position June 2017 September 2017
Velocity (m/s) Belt Temp (◦C) Velocity (m/s) Belt Temp (◦C)
Splice 1 1572 17 1688 19
Splice 2 1572 16 1530 18
Splice 3 1666 16 1525 22
Splice 4 - - 1523 21
Splice 5 1843 9 1475 18
Splice 6 1674 15 1470 23
Splice 7 1725 19 1600 13
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4.3.2 Results
For each of the data sets collected during ultrasonic thickness testing on the belt, a cor-
responding belt profile was developed. These profiles show the original cover thickness’s
(blue), steel cord carcass (grey), expected thickness (based on expected wear model cal-
culations)(yellow) and current belt thickness (black). The raw data for each of the tests
can be seen in Appendix C.
June 2017
The belt profiles developed for the June thickness test results can be seen in Figure 4.1
below. Due to time restraints on the day of testing, the thickness was only measured
behind 5 of the 7 splices.
Figure 4.1: Thickness Testing Results at Splices 1, 2, 5, 6, 7
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These results were combined by taking the smallest measurement across all lon-
gitudinal test locations at each location across the width of the belt. This data was used
to create the belt profile in Figure 4.2 below.
Figure 4.2: Belt Profile after 75 Months of Installation (June 2017)
A summary of the results from this ultrasonic thickness test can be found in Table
4.8 below.
Table 4.8: Thickness Testing Results Summary - June 2017
Description Value
Pulley Cover
Minimum Thickness (mm) 2.3
Maximum Rubber Worn (mm) 4.7
Expected Thickness (mm) 4.1
Excess Rubber Worn (mm) 1.8
Carry Cover
Minimum Thickness (mm) 4.4
Maximum Rubber Worn (mm) 3.6
Expected Thickness (mm) 5.7
Excess Rubber Worn (mm) 1.3
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September 2017
The belt profiles developed for the September thickness test results can be seen in Figure
4.3 below.
Figure 4.3: Thickness Testing Results at Splices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
These results were combined by taking the smallest measurement across all lon-
gitudinal test locations at each location across the width of the belt. This data was used
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to create the belt profile in Figure 4.4 below.
Figure 4.4: Belt Profile after 78 Months of Installation (September 2017)
A summary of the results from this ultrasonic thickness test can be found in Table
4.9 below.
Table 4.9: Thickness Testing Results Summary - September 2017
Description Value
Pulley Cover
Minimum Thickness (mm) 2.5
Maximum Rubber Worn (mm) 4.5
Expected Thickness (mm) 3.9
Excess Rubber Worn (mm) 1.4
Carry Cover
Minimum Thickness (mm) 4.5
Maximum Rubber Worn (mm) 3.5
Expected Thickness (mm) 5.6
Excess Rubber Worn (mm) 1.1
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4.3.3 Discussion
From Figures 4.2 and 4.4 above, it can be seen that the belt has experienced uneven
accelerated wear predominantly on the pulley cover. This uneven wear was evident at each
test location long the length of the belt on both test dates. The most recent test results
(September 2017) show that on the RHS of the pulley cover, the belt has experienced up
to 1.1 mm more wear than expected after 78 months of installation. The further compare
the results from each of the test, the belt profiles were combined in Figure 4.5 below.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of Thickness Testing Results (June and September)
In general, Figure 4.5 above shows that the results from both thickness tests
highlight similar areas of accelerated wear. The thickness at each of the locations across
the width of the belt has remained reasonably unchanged, therefore appears that the wear
on the belt between tests is not significant. There are locations in this figure in which the
covers of the conveyor belt appear to have ‘grown’ between tests.
The ‘growth’ in the covers can be attributed to a combination of human error
during the experiment and environmental influences. As the thickness of the belt varies
along the length and width of the belt, if the exact same location is not measured each
time, slight differences will be evident. In addition identifying when the signal to the test
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device is the ‘strongest’ is based on human judgement. Each of the thickness tests were
conducted by different people, thus the judgement of a ‘good’ measurement will not be
exactly the same.
In addition to this, the temperature of the belt during each test differs signifi-
cantly. The temperature of the belt at the beginning of measurement can be seen in Table
2.6 above. It can be seen that in June, the belt was as cold at 9◦C and up to 23◦C in
September. It should be noted that the temperature of the belt fluctuated as the mea-
surements were being taken at each location. Rather than moving the test equipment to
the different locations along the conveyor system, the belt was run into position. Because
of this, every time the belt was run, the new location was bought up from underground.
Thus, the temperature of each location was originally quite cold, however increased in
the time it took to take the measurements. Due to the temperature sensitive nature of
ultrasonic thickness testing, these temperature fluctuations during each test and between
tests will have an effect on the accuracy of the measurements taken.
From literature it was determined that wear on the pulley cover of a conveyor belt
is often attributed to the interaction between the belt and other conveyor components
mainly the pulleys and idlers. Thus, additional inspections were conducted to identify
any abnormalities in the design or condition of the pulleys and idlers along the length
of the installation. Uneven wear is commonly attributed to uneven tensioning across the
width of the belt. Therefore, surveying data was collected to determine the position and
alignment of the pulleys and the idler structure in the system. In addition the grade of
the belt down the length of the drift was analysed. The results from these additional
inspections can be found in Chapter 5 below.
4.4 Idler Ultrasonic Thickness Testing
4.4.1 Test Conditions
Ultrasonic thickness testing was conducted on 32 sets of carry and return idlers along the
length of the drift belt. The thickness at three points along the length of each of the
idlers were measured and the minimum thickness was recorded for each. Details for the
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test device used in this ultrasonic testing can be see in Table 4.10 below.
Table 4.10: Ultrasonic Testing Equipment Details
Description Specification
Ultrasonic Gauge Device Karl Duetsch Thickness Tester
Serial Number 10488
4.4.2 Results
The wear on each idler tested was categorized as low, moderate or severe depending on
the measured thickness. The thickness limits for each category can be seen in Table 4.11
below.
Table 4.11: Wear Rankings for Idlers
Thickness (mm)
Low 3.1 - 4
Moderate 2.1 - 3.0
Severe < 2.0
The results of the testing on the carry idlers can be seen in Table 4.12 and return
idlers in Table 4.13 below.
Table 4.12: Carry Idler Thickness Testing Results
Location Severe Moderate Low
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
RHS 0 0% 2 6.25% 30 31.25%
Centre 0 0% 0 0% 32 33.33%
LHS 0 0% 1 3.125% 31 32.29%
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Table 4.13: Return Idler Thickness Testing Results
Location Severe Moderate Low
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
RHS 3 9.375% 8 25% 21 32.81%
LHS 0 0% 7 21.875% 25 39.06%
4.4.3 Discussion
From Table 4.12 above, it can be seen that none of the tested carry idlers have experienced
severe wear and only 9.375% have experienced moderate wear (6.25% on RHS and 3.125%
on LHS). The wear on the other tested idlers is minimal and considered low.
From Table 4.13 above, the it is observed that the levels of wear on the return
idlers are significantly higher that that of the carry idlers with a total of 28.125% of tested
return idlers showing moderate to severe levels of wear. In particular on the RHS, where
almost 10% of idlers show signs of severe wear and a further 25% with moderate wear.
These results, when compared to the thickness testing results of the belt itself
show similarities in the return idlers and carry cover wear however no correlation can be
seen in the carry idlers and pulley cover wear. From the belt thickness test it was noted
that the carry cover has experienced accelerated wear on the RHS. This section of belt
runs across the RHS return rollers which has also shown the most significant wear.
Wear on both the return idlers and pulley cover of the conveyor belt indicate
abrasive wear caused by foreign material being caught between the belt and idler sets.
From the location of the idler sets exposed to the wear, it can be seen that all of the return
idler sets showing moderate or severe wear are located within 600 m of the primary drive
pulley. The idlers showing severe wear are all located within 200 m of the Head Pulley.
This indicates possible material carry back on the belt, causing the wear on both the
idlers and the carry cover.
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4.5 Steel Cord and Splice Elongation Monitoring
On 1st October 2017, CordProtect produced a monthly report detailing cord damages and
splice condition at this time. The condition of each of the splices can be seen in Figures
4.6 to 4.12 below.
Figure 4.6: Splice 1 Figure 4.7: Splice 2
Figure 4.8: Splice 3 Figure 4.9: Splice 4
Figure 4.10: Splice 5 Figure 4.11: Splice 6
Figure 4.12: Splice 7
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In addition to this, the report highlighted one area of damage in the belt. This
damage can be seen in Figure 4.13 below. Details of the damage can be seen in Table
4.14 below.
Figure 4.13: Steel Cord Damage Detected by CordProtect
Table 4.14: Steel Cord Damage Details
Description Specification
Position Across Width 672 mm
Position along belt segment 427 m from Splice 6
Position 2698 m
Number of Damages in the region 1
Estimated number of damaged cords in region 4
Alarm Type Non-critical
Alarm Status Acknowledged
Detection Date 09 August 2017
4.5.1 Discussion
Figures 4.6 to 4.12 above show the condition of the 7 splices in the drift belt. In these
figures, the white lines indicate the north pole created by the end of the steel cords in one
piece of belt and the black indicates the south pole created by the steel cords in the other
piece of belt. The white and black lines in each of these figures are clearly defined and do
not blend into one another. This indicates that the splices are all in good condition and
have not experienced significant elongation during operation. Thus, it can be concluded
that each of the splices are structurally, in good condition as of 1/10/17.
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The one damage detected by the CordProtect unit is a minor damage. An esti-
mated 4 cords (5%) are damaged in this region. Cord damage is not considered significant
until at least 10% of all cords are damaged, however this damage should be monitored for
growth.
Chapter 5
Additional Inspections
To determine a series of hypotheses for the root cause of wear on the steel cord conveyor
belt, additional inspections were conducted on the system. This allowed for any abnor-
malities in the construction of and wear on the system to be identified. These inspections
included a series of visual inspections and surveying measurements. The results from
these inspections can be found below.
5.1 Visual Inspections
The inspection of the belt while isolated allowed for the condition of each component to
be visualised. These components include:
• Pulley lagging;
• Belt covers;
• Carry and return idlers;
• Structure; and
• Scrappers
In addition, the inspections conducted with the belt operating, in both the loaded
and unloaded state allowed for the belt tracking to be observed as well as the material
loading on the belt. The observations made during these inspections can be seen below.
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5.1.1 Pulley’s
Primary Drive Pulley
It was observed that the lagging on the primary drive pulley (PDP) has endured a sig-
nificant amount of small damages to the tiles however, there are no missing tiles on the
pulley. Figure 5.1 below, shows the lagging on the PDP.
Figure 5.1: Primary Drive Pulley Lagging
The outer edges of the lagging appear white and indicating that the belt is con-
tacting these areas with more pressure than the dark region. As the belt moves from high
tension to a low tension zone as it exits the pulley, the strain in the belt can occur as
‘slip’ around the lagging. This slip cleans the pulley lagging and will cause wear on the
pulley cover of the belt. The outer edges of the pulley lagging also displays significantly
more damage than other locations across the width of the belt, potentially due to hard
material being caught between the pulley and the belt.
Secondary Drive Pulley
The lagging on the SDP was observed to be in significantly better condition than that of
the PDP and is overall in good condition. The lagging on the SDP can be seen in Figure
5.2 below.
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Figure 5.2: Secondary Drive Pulley Lagging
The figure above shows the colouring of the lagging on this pulley is much more
even than that of the PDP. This indicates the contact pressure from the belt across the
width of this pulley is reasonably even. The two dark bands show zones of lower tensions
and contact pressures. The clean surface of this pulley indicates slip is occurring around
the SDP.
Bend Pulley
The lagging on the bend pulley was observed to be in very good condition. The bend
pulley can be seen in Figure 5.3 below.
Figure 5.3: Bend Pulley Lagging
From the figure, it can be seen that the colouring of the bend pulley is uniform
across the width of the pulley. The lagging also appears to be dark or ‘dirty’ indicating
slip is not occurring around this pulley. This is expected as the bend pulley is not driven
and therefore rotates with the force of the belt travelling around the system.
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Tail Pulley
Figure 5.4 below shows the lagging on the Tail Pulley. Significant wear bands were
observed on the lagging predominantly on the RHS approximately 250 mm from the edge
of the belt. This wear band aligns with the location of accelerated wear on the pulley
cover of the belt.
Figure 5.4: Tail Pulley Lagging
5.1.2 Pulley Cover
The pulley cover to the conveyor belt shows significant signs of wear. Figure 5.5 below
shows a section of belt with an exposed Sensor Guard Loop. Along the length of the belt,
exposed sensor loops are a sign of extensive pulley cover wear.
Figure 5.5: Exposed Sensor Loops on Pulley Cover
In this figure, wear bands can also be seen just in from the edge of the belt. This
is the area identified as having experienced accelerated wear in the thickness test results
analysis. Focusing in on the pulley cover of the belt, series of dimples can be seen across
the width of the belt. This can be seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 below.
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Figure 5.6: Dimples on the Pulley Cover
(1150 mm - 1550 mm)
Figure 5.7: Elongated Dimples on the
Pulley Cover (1350 mm - 1550 mm)
Figure 5.7 above, shows the dimples on the belt between positions 1150 mm and
1550 mm across the width of the belt. It can be seen that between 1150 and 1250 mm
(RHS of image), the dimples appear rounded and align directly with the pulley lagging
dimples. From 1250 mm to the edge of the belt however, the dimples become elongated.
This elongation can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.7 above. Elongated dimples on the
pulley cover are another indication of slip occurring around the drive pulleys. This part of
the belt travels around the outer third of the pulleys, where ‘clean’ lagging was identified
in section 5.1.1 above. In addition, this wear pattern aligns with the accelerated wear
location determined during the thickness tests.
5.1.3 Idlers
During the visual inspections, a number of observations were made with regard to the
carry idler structure on the drift belt conveyor. These observations include:
• Underground roof hung structure carry idlers on bent pipe frames have a 2◦ forward
tilt on the wing idlers;
• Majority of 3 roll 35◦ carry idler frames on the surface are still fitted with original
idlers;
• It appeared that many of the carry idler sets on the RHS were advanced relative to
the LHS, based on the bolt position in the adjustment slot; and
• Almost all return idler sets were set in the neutral alignment position.
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The 2◦ forward tilt on the wing idlers in the carry set can be seen in Figure 5.8
below. As seen in the figure, the forward tilt involves one end of the idler shaft being
further outbye than the other. This tilt is designed into the structure.
Figure 5.8: 2◦ Forward Tilt on Wing Idlers
A forward tilt is often incorporated in conveyor design to encourage central track-
ing of the belt. The tilt does however, introduce additional resistances into the system
and therefore cause additional wear on the pulley cover of the belt.
5.1.4 Belt Tracking
During the inspections conducted while the belt was running, both loaded and unloaded,
it was observed that the belt tracks centrally in the structure. In addition to this, it was
observed that wear is not evident on either the wing carry or return idler’s outer edges.
This can be seen in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 below,
Figure 5.9: Wear on Wing Idlers Figure 5.10: Wear on Return Idlers
The dark, clean areas on the idlers correspond with the part if the idler that
comes into contact with the belt. As a significant number of the idlers in the system are
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the original idlers installed, it can be assumed that the belt has tracked centrally in the
system since installation.
In addition to this, it was noted that the edges on either side of the conveyor belt
are intact and have not been damaged down the entire length of belt. This indicates that
the belt has not been run into the structure at all during the life of the belt and hence
has always tracked centrally in the system.
5.1.5 Material Loading
During the visual inspection conducted while the belt ran loaded, it was observed that
the coal sits uniformly and centrally on the belt along the entire length of structure. This
can be seen in Figure 5.11 below. The uniform loading of material onto the belt indicates
an appropriately designed and operated transfer chute.
Figure 5.11: Material Loading
The conclusions from this observation are limited however, as the chute currently
operating is a newly designed and installed system. This transfer chute was installed in
June 2016, thus the loading of the belt prior to this time is unknown and can not be
determined.
5.2 Survey Measurement Results
In addition to the visual inspections conducted on the conveyor belt, the surveying team
on site at NCO measured the locations of each of the carry idler sets along the length
of the conveyor. This data was manipulated to determine the alignment of the structure
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along two different planes. These planes can be visualised in Figure 5.12 below.
Figure 5.12: Two Planes of Misalignment for Conveyor Structure
In Figure 5.12 above, the red arrows indicate the Inbye/Outbye direction and is
used to determine the alignment of the structure. The blue indicates the Raised/Lowered
direction and is used the determine the level of the structure across the width of the belt.
The data collected for the alignment of the carry idler structure can be seen in
Figure 5.13 below. In this figure the y-axis represents the position of the RHS wing idler
shaft with respect to the LHS wing idler shaft. A positive value indicates the RHS is
outbye of the LHS and vice versa. In this figure, it appears that a significant amount of
the structure is aligned with the RHS further outbye than the LHS.
Figure 5.13: Carry Idler Structure Alignment
The level of the carry idler structure was plotted in a similar way. The results
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from which can be seen in Figure 5.14 below. In thus figure, the y-axis represents the
height of the RHS with respect to the LHS. A positive value indicates the RHS of the
carry idler structure is higher than the LHS.
Figure 5.14: Carry Idler Structure Level Across the Width of the Belt
This data was analysed to determine the number of idler sets misaligned in either
direction (LHS outbye or RHS outbye) and the number of unlevel sets in either direction
(LHS higher or RHS higher). The results from this analysis for the carry idler sets can
be seen in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1: Results from Surveying Data
Description Value Percentage
RHS Outbye 323 57.05%
LHS Outbye 449 41.04%
RHS Higher 335 42.57%
LHS Higher 429 54.51%
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Chapter 6
Root Cause Discussion
From the literature review, problem definition calculations and testing and additional
testing a number of conclusions have been drawn as to the root cause of accelerated wear
on the pulley cover of the steel cord conveyor belt. Five different factors were identified
as having contributed to the accelerated wear including:
• Conveyor has been upgraded since the installation of the belt;
• 2◦ forward tilt of wing idlers;
• Carry idler structure misalignment;
• Carry idler structure is not level; and
• Slip around the drive pulleys.
It was seen in the accelerated wear model that the upgrades on the belt since
installation have reduced the life of the belt from 180 to 160 months assuming no additional
upgrades are done on the belt. The extent of the effects of the idler tilt, structure level
and alignment, and pulley slip were examined to identify the root cause of accelerated
wear.
6.1 2◦ forward idler tilt
To determine the effect of the idler tilt on the expected life of the belt, the additional
resistance caused by the tilt was calculated using Equation 2.9 above. This was calculated
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for each of the operating conditions of the belt. The results from these calculations can
be seen in Table 6.1 below.
Table 6.1: Results from Calculations for the effect of Idler Tilt on the wear of the belt
Description Original Design Upgrade 1 Upgrade 2
Work done on the belt from
tilted idlers (kNm/rev)
4385.67 4464.46 4699.30
Total Work done on belt
(kNm/rev)
15445.99 15438.87 15380.87
Cycles to reach total work 415765 415957 417525
Expected Life at Specifica-
tion (months)
117 100 80
Wear per Month
(mm/month)
0.047 0.055 0.069
Time at Specification
(months)
15 47 16
Expected Wear at Specifica-
tion (mm)
0.7 2.6 1.1
Total Wear (78) 4.4 mm
Remaining Cover 2.6 mm
From these calculations, it can be seen that the resistance added to the system
due to the 2◦ forward tilt on the wing idlers increases the expected wear on the belt after
78 months from 3.1 mm to 4.4 mm. Thus, accounting for the idler tilt causing wear
over the life of the belt, the expected thickness of the pulley cover is 2.6 mm. From the
ultrasonic thickness test conducted in September 2017, the minimum thickness measured
on the pulley cover was 2.5 mm. Therefore almost all of the wear seen on the belt at this
time has now been accounted for in the wear calculations.
Although it can not be concluded that the minimum cover thickness over the
entire belt is 2.5 mm, it can be assumed that this measurement is a reasonable approxi-
mation of the minimum thickness. Therefore it can be concluded that the 2◦ forward tilt
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on the wing idlers has contributed to approximately 1.3 mm of the accelerated wear over
the life of the belt.
The results from these calculations indicate that the root cause of accelerated is
likely to be the 2◦ forward idler tilt. Thus, the remaining life of the belt and expected
change out date was predicted from the wear rates calculated in Table 6.1 above. The
results from this can be seen in Table 6.2 below.
Table 6.2: Estimated Life Expectancy and Change out Date Prediction
Description Specification
Remaining Life (worn to critical limit) 16 months
Expected Change Out (worn to critical limit) January 2019
Remaining Life (worn to steel cords) 37 months
Expected Change Out (worn to steel cords) October 2020
It is important to note that the life expectancy of the belt after after the thickness
has reached the critical limit is over estimated in this model. The rubber within 1.5 mm
of the steel cords is not as abrasion resistant as the rest of the cover rubber. The purpose
of this rubber is primarily adhesion of the carcass and covers. Thus, to avoid unexpected
catastrophic failure of the belt, the replacement date should be based on wear to the
critical limit not the steel cords.
6.2 Misaligned and Unlevel Carry Idler Structure
The alignment and level of the carry idler set will also create additional resistance be-
tween the idlers and the pulley cover of the conveyor belt. The effects of the structure
misalignment is enhanced when combined with the idler tilt. This effect can be seen in
Figure 6.1 below.
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Figure 6.1: Combining Idler Tilt and Structure Misalignment
The figure is a top view of a carry idler set with the RHS of the structure further
outbye than the LHS. In this figure, the black dashed line indicates the square position
across the belt. The blue is the center line of the center idler. Therefore shows the offset
caused by the structure misalignment. From this it can be seen that one of the wing idlers
is now tilted in a way in which the angle between the idler and the belt has increased
where as it has been corrected on the other.
From the survey results, it was seen that 57% of the structure is misaligned
so that the RHS is further outbye than the LHS. Therefore, approximately 57% of the
structure down the length of the conveyor belt is arranged similar to Figure 6.1 above.
Another 41% of the structure is misaligned in the other direction, therefore will have a
mirror image effect. Due to the similarities in the quantity of structure misaligned in each
direction, additional wear will be seen on both the left and right hand sides of the pulley
cover. However, slightly more on the RHS (as reflected by the uneven wear results in the
thickness test).
6.3 Pulley Slip
From the expected wear calculations it was seen that the belt slips around each of the
drive pulleys during operation. During the visual inspections conducted on the conveyor
belt, the effects of slip were also noticed on not only the pulley lagging but on the pulley
cover of the belt. The elongated dimples observed along the RHS of the pulley cover show
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additional slip is occurring in this location.
Due to the difference in thickness of the pulley cover after experiencing uneven
wear from the idler tilt and structure misalignment in the system. The belt no longer
moves around the pulley at the same speed across the with of the belt. The thinnest
section of belt will be pulled around the pulleys faster than the rest of the belt, thus
slipping further than the other areas of pulley cover.
Therefore it can be said that pulley slip is occurring due to accelerated wear
occurring on the belt and as such is a secondary cause of accelerated wear on the pulley
cover of the conveyor belt.
6.4 5 Whys
To determine the required actions from this root cause analysis, a 5 Whys was completed
using the NCO template. This analysis can be seen in Appendix D. The results from this
analysis showed that to remove the causes of wear on the steel cord conveyor belt, the
following actions should be taken:
• Remove the 2◦ forward tilt on the wing idlers;
• Re-align the carry idler structure
• Re-level the carry idler structure
• Investigate alternative pulley lagging options available to reduce wear caused by
pulley slip
6.5 Solution
The root cause of accelerated wear on the steel cord conveyor belt was identified as the
The proposed solution is aimed at correcting the root cause of accelerated wear on the
steel cord conveyor Two approaches have been proposed to correct the idler tilt on the
conveyor system.
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The first solution involves simply replacing all structure with the idler tilt to
structure without this tilt. This solution allows for the idler tilt to be completely designed
out of the system.
The second solution proposed aims to correct the 2◦ forward tilt on the wing
idlers. This involves manufacturing and installing a series of wedges between the carry
idler structure and the stringers. It is anticipated that the wedge would rotate the carry
idler sets in a way in which the idlers become square with the belt and therefore removing
the tilt. Figure 6.2 below shows how this wedge would be installed in the system.
Figure 6.2: Correction Wedge Placement
As seen in Figure 6.2 above, placing the fabricated wedge under the sides of the
carry idler structure would rotate the structure to remove the forward tilt. To rotate the
structure 2◦, the wedge will also need a 2◦ angle. The wedge itself can be seen in Figure
6.3 below.
Figure 6.3: Correction Wedge Dimesions
Proposed values for each of the dimensions of the correction wedge can be seen
in Table 6.3 below.
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Table 6.3: Dimensions for Correction Wedge
Dimension Value
Width (W) 50 mm
Length (L) 286.5 mm
Height (H) 10 mm
6.5.1 Alternative Belting Options
In addition to correcting the root cause, alternative belting solutions may be implemented
on site to either increase the life of the belt or decrease the cost of the belt. The two
viable belting options for the NCO drift conveyor include a ply belt or steel cord belt
with a thicker pulley cover.
Ply Belt
As suggested by ContiTech, specifications for the ply belt option with the capabilities
required for the drift application can be seen in Table 6.4 below.
Table 6.4: Alternative Ply Belt Specifications
Description Specification
Manufacturer ContiTech
Type PN3800 - 4 Ply
Carry Cover Thickness 4 mm
Pulley Cover Thickness 5 mm
Moving to a ply belt option on the drift conveyor at NCO has a number of
limitations and additional costs associated. These include:
• Ply belt stretches significantly more than steel cord belt. The loop take up would
need to be extended to cater for up to 1% of the total belt length (30 m) at any one
time;
• Ply belt has a larger bend radius than steel cord belt. The required pulley diameters
would need to be determined and upgrades to the pulleys in the system may be
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required;
• Ply belt is manufactured in maximum lengths of 300 m. 10 rolls would be required
to run the length of the drift belt. This brings the number of splices in the system
to 10; and
• To reduce the cost of the ply belt, cover thickness would be sacrificed. A pulley
cover thickness of 5 mm is required to cater for the rip detection panels.
A cost estimate to replace the drift belt with this ply belt option can be seen in
section 7.1.2 below.
Additional Pulley Cover Thickness
Alternatively, the ST2800 belt currently installed on the drift at NCO, could be purchased
with additional pulley cover thickness. This would extend the life of the belt without the
additional costs of altering the current conveyor structure to accommodate the new belt.
To extend the life of the belt to 180 months (as originally specified) with the new operating
conditions, the pulley cover would need to be at least 10.2 mm thick. This value allows
for wear to the critical limit in 180 months (15 years). A cost estimate for this alternative
belting option can be seen in Section 7.1.3 below.
6.5.2 Condition Based Monitoring
Condition Based Monitoring (CBM) technologies are essential in preventing unexpected
downtime and costs due to asset failure. In the case of a conveyor belt, CBM technology
also assists in the prediction of life remaining therefore allowing upcoming expenses and
system shut downs to be foreseen and budgeted. There are a range of CBM technologies
available worldwide for use on underground conveyor belts, each monitoring different
individual or combinations of aspects of the belt. The aspects commonly monitored in
industry are: cord condition, splice elongation, cover thickness, edge and cover damage
as well as idler bearing condition.
Commonly, cord damage and splice elongation are monitored in real time (current
CBM on drift belt) using Sensor Loop technology. Thickness testing and cover damage
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however is historically monitored through oﬄine testing. This method of thickness testing
is limiting due to the restricted number of locations which can be tested at any one time, as
well as the lost production due to unavailability. Recently, online thickness testing options
have become more readily available. This technology allows for a greater overview of the
cover thickness to be obtained and the trends associated with the cover wear can be
analysed allowing for accurate life predictions to be made.
Currently, NCO have the ContiTech CordProtect and RipProtect Systems in-
stalled, however this does not provide insight into the behaviour and wear on the covers.
As this is the primary area of wear currently on the drift belt, cover inspection is essential
to NCO.
In May 2017, Conveyor Belt Monitoring (CBM) released CBGuard as a part
of the condition monitoring range available. The CBGuard uses X-ray technology to
monitor the condition of the steel cords and splices as well as running on line thickness
tests and cover abnormalities. Real time thickness testing and cover monitoring allows for
irregularities to be detected earlier and additional wear to be prevented. CBGuard does
not have longitudinal rip detection capabilities, however, the RipProtect system already
installed on the drift belt can be used in conjunction with the CBGuard. Based on the
capabilities of this technology, it is recommended this is installed prior to the installation
of the new belt. Appendix E contains a comparison of condition monitoring technology’s
capabilities which was used to determine the most appropriate system for the drift belt.
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Chapter 7
Cost Analysis
Due to the accelerated wear experience on the steel cord belt currently installed on the
drift conveyor at NCO, replacement will be required by January 2019. Determining the
most cost effective replacement option is important to ensure an efficient and effective
replacement. Options for replacement include installing another ST2800 belt the same as
currently installed, purchasing a Ply belt to be installed or purchasing a steel cord belt
with additional pulley cover thickness to be installed. In this cost estimate, equipment
hire costing was based off an estimate received from Reliable Conveyors. This includes
the cost of hiring the following equipment:
• Crane • 200 kVa Generator • Fox Drives
• Air Clamps • Bend Frames • Scaffolding
• 10 T Winch • 150 T Winch • Turn Station
• Hydraulic Pack • Belt Stands • Mobilisation
• Demobilisation
The labour for belt replacement was assumed based on the following:
• 7 People per shift
• 12 hour shifts
• 7-10 days for replacement
In addition, to prevent the new belt from experiencing this same accelerated wear
in the future, the root cause should be corrected. To do this, the two alternatives include
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replacing the underground carry idler structure or installing a wedge designed to correct
the idler tilt. Cost estimates for these have also been determined.
7.1 Belt Change-out
7.1.1 Current ST2800 Belt
The following cost estimate is to replace the current drift belt with another ST2800 belt.
The replacement belt for this option is already located on site, therefore would not be an
additional cost incurred by NCO.
Costing can be seen in Table 7.1 below.
Table 7.1: Cost Estimate for Steel Cord Belt Replacement
Description Quantity Unit Cost/Unit Total Cost
ST2800 Belt 7 x 457 m m $560.00 $1,791,440.00
Labour 140 /person/shift $2000 $280,000.00
Equipment Hire 1 ea $250,000.00
Splice Kit 8 ea $20,000.00 $160,000.00
Lost Production 10 days $1,100,000.00 $ 11,000,000.00
Total $13,481,440.00
7.1.2 Ply Belt
To replace the current drift belt with a Ply belt option rather than a steel cord belt, a
number of additional costs will be incurred. This will include the following additions:
• Increase Loop Take-up (must be at least 1% of total belt length)
• Check pulley diameters
• less cover thickness than on a steel cord belt, therefore shorter life expectancy
• Can only be manufactured in 300 m rolls, therefore 10 rolls are required (more
splices)
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• Alternative Rip Detection
Table 7.2: Cost Estimate for Ply Belt Replacement
Description Quantity Unit Cost/Unit Total Cost
PN3800 4+5 Belt 10 x 300 m m $700.00 $2,100,000.00
LTU Intallation 1 ea $200,000.00
Labour (Belt Replace-
ment)
140 /person/shift $2,000.00 $280,000.00
Labour (LTU Installa-
tion)
140 /person/shift $2,000.00 $280,000.00
Equipment Hire 1 ea $250,000.00
Splice Kits 10 ea $15,000.00 $150,000.00
Lost Production 20 days $1,100,000.00 $ 22,000,000.00
Total $25,260,000.00
7.1.3 Steel Cord Belt with Additional Pulley Cover
The following cost estimate is to replace the current drift belt with another ST2800 belt
with a thicker pulley cover. The cost estimate for this can be seen in Table 7.3 below.
Table 7.3: Cost Estimate for Steel Cord Belt Replacement
Description Quantity Unit Cost/Unit Total Cost
ST2800 8 + 10 Belt 7 x 457 m m $860.00 $2,751,140.00
Labour 140 /person/shift $2000 $280,000.00
Equipment Hire 1 ea $250,000.00
Splice Kit 8 ea $20,000.00 $160,000.00
Lost Production 10 days $1,100,000.00 $ 11,000,000.00
Total $14,441,140.00
From these cost estimates, it can be seen that the most cost effective option for
belt replacement is to remain with the same belt as is currently installed on the system.
The addition of extra cover thickness may cause additional problems with regard to added
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weight in the system etc. Thus, it is recommended that the same belt is installed on the
system when the belt is replaced. It is important to note that the expected lost production
contributes significantly to the costs associated with either option, therefore completing
the work during scheduled down time would drastically reduce the costs.
7.2 Root Cause Correction
To correct the 2◦ carry idler tilt on the drift belt, a cost estimate has been conducted to
either replace the structure or to install the correction wedge.
7.2.1 Structure Replacement
For this cost estimate, the labour is based on a replacement rate of 2 people at 1 bay/hour
for 993 bays. Lost production was determined based on 8 people working on the structure
replacement at any one time.
Table 7.4: Cost Estimate for Carry Idler Structure Replacement
Description Quantity Unit Cost/Unit Total Cost
Structure 993 ea $1,200.00 $1,191,600.00
Labour 1986 hourly $95.00 $188,670.00
Lost Production 10 days $1,100,000.00 $ 11,000,000.00
Total $12,380,270.00
7.2.2 Correction Wedges
For this cost estimate, the labour is based on an installation rate of 2 people at 6
wedges/hour for 993 idler sets. Lost production was determined based on 8 people working
on the correction wedge installation at any one time.
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Table 7.5: Cost Estimate for Wedge Correction Installation
Description Quantity Unit Cost/Unit Total Cost
Wedge 1986 ea $50.00 $99,300.00
Labour 662 hourly $95.00 $62,890.00
Lost Production 4.5 days $1,100,000.00 $ 4,400,000.00
Total $4,562,190.00
From this initial cost estimate, it can be seen that installing correction wedges to
correct the idler tilt on the carry idler structure is much more cost effective than replacing
the structure. Therefore it is recommended that this approach is taken to remove the root
cause of accelerated wear on the steel cord conveyor belt from the system. It is important
to note that the expected lost production contributes significantly to the costs associated
with either option, therefore completing the work during scheduled down time would
drastically reduce the costs.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
Accelerated wear on a steel cord conveyor belt can have significant impacts on a company,
therefore, determining the root cause of the wear is essential to maintaining a productive
and cost effective operation. Since installation, the drift conveyor at NCO has undergone
2 major upgrades to accommodate for the ever increasing production rate of the site. As
a result, the life expectancy of the belt decreased dramatically from 15 years to 9.5 years.
After conducting a series of non-destructive tests on the belt, it was observed
that uneven accelerated wear was evident on the pulley cover of the belt, predominantly
on the right hand side. This section of the belt had experienced up to 1.3 mm more wear
than expected as of September 2017. Additional inspections were conducted which lead
to four additional causes of accelerated wear on the conveyor belt. This includes:
• 2◦ forward tilt on wing idlers in the carry sets;
• Carry structure is misaligned;
• Carry structure is unlevel across the width of the belt; and
• Worn areas of belt are slipping around the drive pulleys more aggressively than
other parts of the belt.
From this, it was concluded that the root cause of accelerated wear was the
2◦ forward tilt on the idler sets. The misalignment and level of the carry idler structure
enhanced the effects of the idler tilt on the wear of the pulley cover. Due to this accelerated
wear and rubber loss of the pulley cover, the belt began to contact the face of both the
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primary and secondary drive pulleys with uneven contact pressures causing the already
worn location to slip further around the pulley. This accelerated the wear in this area
further.
As a result of this root cause analysis, a number of recommendations were made
with regard to correcting the idler tilt and replacing the belt when it has reached the end
of operable life. The recommendations include:
• Current steel cord belt should be replaced before January 2019 to avoid catastrophic
failure;
• Belt should be replaced with the same ST2800 steel cord belt. Although the life
of the belt has been reduced to 114 months with the operating condition upgrades,
this is still the most cost effective belting solution;
• Fit correction wedges on each side of the carry idler structure to correct the idler
tilt along the length of the belt;
• Correct structure misalignment along the length of the belt;
• Ensure the carry idler structure is level across the width of the conveyor belt;
• Purchase and install CB Guard condition monitoring system on the conveyor; and
• Continue conducting routine ultrasonic thickness tests at least every three months
for the life of this belt.
By implementing these recommendations, the estimated cost of the belt replace-
ment is $13,481,440.00 if done during operation. This is reduced to $2,481,440.00 if the
change out is completed during a longwall move or shut down.
To correct the idler tilt and remove the root cause of accelerated wear by fitting
the recommended correction wedges, it is estimated to cost $162,190.00.
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CUSTOMER :  Whitehaven Narrabri Coal March 30th, 2015
CONVEYOR BELT TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Veyance Belting
 Flexsteel Steel Cord
1600
ST2800
2800KN/m
90
7.3mm  7x19 Open 
CORD PITCH (mm): 17.3 +/-1.5mm
50.4KN
0.30 - 0.45%
MAXIMUM RUNNING WORKING TENSION (KN/m) 420 kN/m  at 6.67:1   FOS
APPLICABLE TESTING SPECIFICATION/STANDARD: AS1333/AS4606
COVER DETAILS Grade Grade S
Minimum Tensile Strength 16.0 Mpa
Minimum Elongation at Break 400%
Abrasion Loss < 170 mm³ 
Hardness (Shore A) 60-70
Top Cover Breaker Leno Breaker Fabric
COVER GAUGE Carry Side Top (mm) 8
Pulley Side Bottom (mm) 7
201,600
66.6
22.3
min 15 kN/m
129
121
DYNAMIC ADHESION CYCLES @ 3.6- 36% per AS1333 15,000 Cycles
SPLICING
4
945
2226
VB-13201-00008
  SensorGuard 
50m spacing
STATIC ADHESION STRENGTH After Heating KN/m
SPLICE DESIGN NUMBER OF STEPS
STEP LENGTH (mm)
SPLICE LENGTH Skive to Skive (mm)
SPLICE DRAWING NO
ELECTRONIC BELT RIP DETECTION
TOTAL BELT THICKNESS (mm)
LAMINATE ADHESION STRENGTH
STATIC ADHESION STRENGTH Before Heating KN/m
No. OF CORDS:
CORD DIAMETER (mm) & CONSTRUCTION
CORD ELONGATION @ 2-22% UTS:
BELT MODULUS (kN/m)
CORD STRENGTH MINIMUM  KN:
BELT MANUFACTURER:
BELT TYPE:
BELT WIDTH (mm):
FULL BELT ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH:
BELT DESIGNATION:
BELT MASS (kg/m)
Appendix B - Belt Analyst
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App D. 1Date
File
Engineer
Company
Case Name
6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
G e n e r a l
Belt Width
Belt Speed
Load
Ambient Temp
Total Mass
Total HS Inertia
Calculation Method
Friction Force
Lift Force
Misc Drag
Friction Factors
Equivalent DIN f
mm
m/sec
mtph
° C
kg
kg-m²
kN
kN
kN
1600
6.00
5660
20
847993
3221
CEMA Universal (7th)
135.9
430.9
26.6
0.0219
I d l e r s Carry Return
Specification
Description
Model
Estimated No of Idlers
Belt Width
No of Rolls
Angle
Roll Diameter
Type
Rotating Weight
Bearing Type
Rating
Max Actual Load
Max Calc Load
RPM
Min L10 Life
Ave L10 Life
Vert. Misalign
Angular Install Tolerance
Forward Tilt
Mfg. Tolerance
Idler/Belt Friction
Seal Drag -Kis
Speed Factor -Kiv
Load Factor -Ciw
Drag Multiplier
Kt Multiplier
mm
deg
mm
kg
N
N
N
hr
hr
mm
mm
deg
mm
Nm
N-m/rpm
mm-N/N
6308-152-3
TBA
993
1600
3
35.0
152
Fixed
36.0
Ball
6743
24171
26120
752
686
62259
2.000
12.700
1.0
2.000
0.50
0.30
0.0003
0.06553
1.00
1.01
6306-152-2
NMC-549-4
497
1600
2
8.0
152
Fixed
30.0
Ball
4621
3788
4125
752
56095
409223
3.000
12.700
0.0
2.000
0.50
0.30
0.0003
0.05969
1.00
1.01
T a k e u p
Type
Tension
No of Pulleys
Weight
Selected Due To
Approx. Carriage Travel Due To
Permanent
Total
kN
kg
m
m
Auto
39.2
1
8000
Run Sag
(Refer To Belt Manufacturer)
1.92
2.37
M a t e r i a l
Description
Density
Surcharge Angle
Actual Area
Percent Loaded
Edge Distance
Bed Depth
Lump Size
Chute Drop Height
Impact Energy
kg/m³
deg
m ²
%
mm
mm
mm
m
N-m
Coal, Bituminous  ROM
900
20.0
0.291
100
114
320
300
4.00
1191.5
P r o f i l e
Horizontal Length
Vertical Lift
m
m
1482
168
B e l t
Type
Description
Cover Gauge
Rating
Safety/DesignFactor
Elastic Modulus
Weight
Apparent Length
Max Run Ten
Max Accel Ten
Max Decel Ten
mm
kN /(N/mm)
N/mm
kg/m
m
kN / N/mm / %
kN / N/mm / %
kN / N/mm / %
ST2800
8.0 x 7.0
673  / 420
6.67
201600
66.6
2,997
710.4  / 444  / 106
730.9  / 456  / 109
561.3  / 351  / 83
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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File
Engineer
Company
Case Name
6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Drives
Location
Number of Motors
Total Nameplate Power (kW)
Power Ratio
Efficiency
Wrap Angle (Deg)
Synchronous RPM
HS Inertia (kg-m²)
Backstop Required?
Running
Running Power (kW)
Percent Nameplate (%)
Running Te (kN)
Friction Factor
Wrap Factor
Slip Ratio
Actual T1/T2 Ratio
Breakaway
Breakaway Friction Multiplier
Req Breakaway Torque (% Nmpl)
Motor Peak Torque (% Nmpl)
Acceleration
Start Time(sec)
Ave Starting Torque (% Nmpl)
Starting Te (kN)
Friction Factor
Wrap Factor
Slip Ratio
Actual T1/T2 Ratio
Stopping
Est. Drift Time(sec)
Brake Stop Time(sec)
Avg Decel Torque (% Nmpl)
Brake Te (kN)
Brake Ratio
Friction Factor
Wrap Factor
Slip Ratio
Actual T1/T2 Ratio
1
14
2
2800
0.67
0.95
175
930
518.60
2493
89.0
394.7
0.40
0.42
3.39
2.18
2.00
114
120
120
95
415.9
0.45
0.34
3.95
2.25
8.6
20.0
51
257
0.67
0.45
0.34
3.95
1.85
2
16
1
1400
0.33
0.95
202
930
259.30
1247
89.0
197.4
0.40
0.32
4.09
2.52
2.00
114
120
120
95
207.9
0.45
0.26
4.88
2.76
8.6
20.0
51
132
0.33
0.45
0.26
4.88
1.78
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
App D. 3Date
File
Engineer
Company
Case Name
6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Input
Flt Desc Label Length(m)
Lift
(m)
Angle
(degrees)
Idler
Selection
Idler
Spacing
(m)
Percent
Load
Skirt
Length
(m)
Accel
Load
(mtph)
No.
Of
Cleaners
No.
Of
Plows
Extra
Drag
(N)
1 Carry 15.08 -0.54 -2.07 Carry 7.50 0
2 Bend LT snub
3 Carry 17.30 0.54 1.80 Carry 1.50 0
4 Carry 6.00 0.26 2.48 Carry 0.50 100 6.00 5660
5 Carry 24.50 1.04 2.43 Carry 1.50 100
6 Carry 74.37 5.49 4.22 Carry 1.50 100
7 Carry 19.50 1.57 4.60 Carry 1.50 100
8 Carry 118.50 12.55 6.05 Carry 1.50 100
9 Carry 22.50 3.48 8.79 Carry 1.50 100
10 Carry 7.42 1.09 8.36 Carry 1.50 100
11 Carry 494.42 56.73 6.55 Carry 1.50 100
12 Carry 494.42 56.73 6.55 Carry 1.50 100
13 Carry Portal 187.79 28.76 8.71 Carry 1.50 100
14 Dr/Head 3
15 Return -11.60 -2.84 -13.75 Return 5.80 0
16 Drive
17 Return 2.76 -0.39 -8.00 Return X 0
18 Bend
19 Return Portal -179.07 -27.13 -8.62 Return 3.00 0
20 Return -493.68 -59.12 -6.83 Return 3.00 0
21 Return -495.17 -54.34 -6.26 Return 3.00 0
22 Return -7.41 -1.09 -8.36 Return 3.00 0
23 Return -22.51 -3.48 -8.79 Return 3.00 0
24 Return -118.51 -12.55 -6.05 Return 3.00 0
25 Return -19.51 -1.57 -4.60 Return 3.00 0
26 Return -74.38 -5.49 -4.22 Return 3.00 0
27 Return -24.51 -1.04 -2.43 Return 3.00 0
28 Return -6.00 -0.26 -2.48 Return 3.00 0
29 Return -17.10 -0.51 -1.70 Return 3.00 0
30 Return -15.31 0.04 0.17 Return 2.25 0
31 Tail/TU 1
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
App D. 4Date
File
Engineer
Company
Case Name
6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Output
Flt Desc Station(m)
Elevation
(m)
Run
Tension
(kN)
Accel
Tension
(kN)
Decel
Tension
(kN)
Min Sag
Tension
(kN)
Idler
Drag
(N/m)
Idler
Align
(N/m)
Belt
Deform
(N/m)
Material
Trpling
(N/m)
Misc Drag
(N)
Mass
(kg)
1 Carry 0.01 0.00 41.5 36.1 47.5 30.6 2.63 2.63 10.00 1077
2 Bend 15.10 -0.54 41.3 36.0 47.1 1329 130
3 Carry 15.10 -0.54 42.7 37.4 48.4 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 1567
4 Carry 32.40 0.00 43.3 38.1 48.6 10.1 33.79 22.30 28.90 1.61 10044 2404
5 Carry 38.40 0.26 54.7 49.6 59.3 30.2 13.11 22.30 42.63 10.11 8641
6 Carry 62.90 1.30 60.2 55.6 62.2 30.1 13.11 22.30 42.63 8.02 26277
7 Carry 137.27 6.79 84.3 81.0 78.4 30.1 13.11 22.30 42.63 6.59 6893
8 Carry 156.77 8.36 91.0 88.0 83.0 30.0 13.11 22.30 42.63 4.95 41989
9 Carry 275.27 20.91 141.3 140.4 120.7 29.9 13.11 22.30 42.63 3.87 8023
10 Carry 297.77 24.39 154.4 153.9 131.4 29.9 13.11 22.30 42.63 3.65 2643
11 Carry 305.19 25.48 158.5 158.1 134.7 30.0 13.11 22.30 42.63 2.08 175364
12 Carry 799.61 82.21 380.9 389.3 304.5 30.0 13.11 22.30 42.63 1.09 175364
13 Carry 1294.04 138.94 602.9 620.1 473.9 29.9 13.11 22.30 42.63 0.80 66942
14 Dr/Head 1481.82 167.70 710.4 730.9 561.3 10092 141361
15 Return 1482.07 166.48 325.7 325.1 303.8 23.0 2.29 2.63 7.59 857
16 Drive 1470.47 163.64 324.0 323.4 301.9 1881 71316
17 Return 1470.40 164.87 128.5 117.3 169.8 11.2 185
18 Bend 1473.17 164.48 128.3 117.1 169.5 1047 2249
19 Return 1473.16 165.72 129.3 118.3 169.8 12.1 3.96 2.63 6.08 13863
20 Return 1294.09 138.59 113.9 103.5 150.2 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 38056
21 Return 800.41 79.46 81.5 73.0 106.4 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 38128
22 Return 305.24 25.12 52.3 45.7 65.8 12.1 3.96 2.63 6.08 573
23 Return 297.82 24.03 51.7 45.1 65.0 12.1 3.96 2.63 6.08 1743
24 Return 275.32 20.55 49.7 43.2 62.5 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 9122
25 Return 156.80 8.00 43.0 37.0 53.1 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 1498
26 Return 137.30 6.43 42.2 36.3 51.8 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 5708
27 Return 62.92 0.94 39.6 33.9 47.5 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 1877
28 Return 38.42 -0.10 39.2 33.6 46.5 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 460
29 Return 32.41 -0.36 39.1 33.6 46.3 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 1310
30 Return 15.31 -0.87 39.0 33.5 45.8 9.2 5.11 2.63 5.52 1223
31 Tail/TU 0.00 -0.82 39.2 33.8 45.7 2227 1152
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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File
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6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Idlers
Idler Name
Specification
Idler Selection
Description
Model
Type
Estimated No of Idlers
For Belt Width (mm)
No of Rolls
Angle (degrees)
Bearing Type
Roll Diameter (mm)
Roll Material
Rotating Weight (kg)
Load Rating (N)
Max Actual Load (N)
Max Calc. Idler Load - CIL (N)
RPM
Min L10 Life (hr)
L10 Average (hr)
% Reliability for 60000 Hrs
Vertical Misalignment (mm)
Angular Install Tolerance (mm)
Angular Install Tolerance (deg)
Forward Tilt (degrees)
Manufacturing Tolerance (mm)
Idler to Belt Friction Factor
Seal Drag - Kis (Nm)
Speed Factor - Kiv (Nm/RPM)
Load Factor - Ciw (mm-N/N)
Drag Multiplier
Temperature Multiplier - Kt
Regen Multiplier
Carry Default
Carry
Custom
6308-152-3
TBA
Fixed
993
1600
3
35.0
Ball
152
Steel
36.0
6743
24171
26120
752
686
62259
90.53
2.000
12.700
0.40
1.0
2.000
0.50
0.30
0.0003
0.06553
1.00
1.01
Return Default
Return
Custom
6306-152-2
NMC-549-4
Fixed
497
1600
2
8.0
Ball
152
Steel
30.0
4621
3788
4125
752
56095
409223
99.41
3.000
12.700
0.40
0.0
2.000
0.50
0.30
0.0003
0.05969
1.00
1.01
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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File
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N3738-CAL-001.an2x
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Nepean Conveyors
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Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Vertical Curves
Location Type Radius(m)
Tension
Case
Tension
(kN)
Lift Radius
 (m)
Lift Off
(mm)
Edge
Radius
(m)
Center
Radius
(m)
Load Per
Idler
(N)
Rec. Max.
Idler Sp.
(m)
Local Edge
Tension (N/mm)
Local Center
Tension (N/mm)
Vertical Curve 6
6 Concave 1211 Run 60.2 102 0.0 1200 37 5.54 51.37
Carry Side Accel 55.6 94 0.0 1211 26 2.63 48.45
Drift 62.2 106 0.0 1073 26 6.75 52.58
Vertical Curve 8
8 Concave 789 Run 91.0 155 0.0 753 39 7.63 77.95
Carry Side Accel 88.0 150 0.0 742 27 5.75 76.07
Drift 83.0 141 0.0 789 27 2.63 72.95
Vertical Curve 9
9 Concave 534 Run 141.3 240 0.0 468 42 15.49 119.44
Carry Side Accel 140.4 239 0.0 457 28 14.92 118.87
Drift 120.7 205 0.0 534 28 2.63 106.57
Vertical Curve 11
11 Convex 204 Run 158.5 101 178 5998 1.50 289.13 17.49
Carry Side Accel 158.1 67 173 5995 1.50 288.89 17.25
Drift 134.7 66 204 5823 1.50 274.27 2.63
Portal
13 Concave 1054 Run 602.9 1025 0.0 105 156 339.63 392.31
Carry Side Accel 620.1 1054 0.0 101 58 350.35 403.03
Drift 473.9 805 0.0 132 44 259.06 311.74
Vertical Curve 20
20 Concave 255 Run 113.9 194 0.0 170 27 27.16 115.09
Return Side Accel 103.5 176 0.0 181 18 20.67 108.59
Drift 150.2 255 0.0 123 19 49.86 137.78
Vertical Curve 22
22 Convex 439 Run 52.3 25 409 2322 3.00 58.21 7.11
Return Side Accel 45.7 17 433 2276 3.00 54.10 2.99
Drift 65.8 18 292 2415 3.00 66.64 15.53
23 Convex 439 Run 51.7 25 415 2312 3.00 57.83 6.72
Return Side Accel 45.1 17 439 2268 3.00 53.73 2.63
Drift 65.0 18 296 2403 3.00 66.14 15.04
Vertical Curve 24
24 Concave 461 Run 49.7 84 0.0 435 25 6.67 55.40
Return Side Accel 43.2 73 0.0 461 17 2.63 51.35
Drift 62.5 106 0.0 308 18 14.66 63.39
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Vertical Curves
Location Type Radius(m)
Tension
Case
Tension
(kN)
Lift Radius
 (m)
Lift Off
(mm)
Edge
Radius
(m)
Center
Radius
(m)
Load Per
Idler
(N)
Rec. Max.
Idler Sp.
(m)
Local Edge
Tension (N/mm)
Local Center
Tension (N/mm)
Vertical Curve 25
25 Concave 548 Run 43.0 73 0.0 520 25 6.38 47.32
Return Side Accel 37.0 63 0.0 548 17 2.63 43.56
Drift 53.1 90 0.0 368 17 12.67 53.60
Vertical Curve 27
27 Concave 605 Run 39.6 67 0.0 577 24 6.16 43.27
Return Side Accel 33.9 58 0.0 605 17 2.63 39.73
Drift 47.5 81 0.0 415 17 11.09 48.20
Vertical Curve 30
30 Concave 613 Run 39.0 66 0.0 588 24 6.05 42.66
Return Side Accel 33.5 57 0.0 613 17 2.63 39.24
Drift 45.8 78 0.0 432 17 10.29 46.90
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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File
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Case Name
6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Belt
Specification
Carcass
Rating
Top Cover Gauge
Bottom Cover Gauge
Top Rubber Type
Bottom Rubber Type
Max Belt Width
Min Belt Width
Weight
Modulus
Accel/Decel Limit
N/mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
kg/m
N/mm
%
ST2800
420
8.0
7.0
Default
Default
1600
914
66.6
201600
140
Run Accel Decel
Min Safety Factor
Actual Safety Factor
Local Tension Limits
Min Local Safety Factor
Actual Local Safety Factor
Highest Local Tension Location
Lowest Tension Allowable
Lowest Local Tension
Lowest Local Tension Location
%
N/mm
N/mm
6.67
6.31
115
5.80
5.40
Head Transition
5.25
-2.72
Tail Transition
6.13
4.14
5.27
Head Transition
2.63
-6.06
Tail Transition
7.99
4.14
6.59
Head Transition
2.63
1.09
Tail Transition
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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6/09/2017
N3738-CAL-001.an2x
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Nepean Conveyors
Base
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Transitions
Transitions
Head Transition Point
Length (mm)
Trough Depth (%)
Pulley Height (mm)
Tension At Head (kN)
Highest Local Stress (N/mm)
Local (S.F.)
Splice (S.F.)
Low Tension (N/mm)
Tail Transition Point
Length (mm)
Trough Depth (%)
Pulley Height (mm)
Tension At Tail (kN)
Highest Local Stress (N/mm)
Local (S.F.)
Splice (S.F.)
Low Tension (N/mm)
Run
14
9048
0
0
710.4
518.2
5.40
1.78
420.9
1
5700
36
97
41.5
107.0
26.17
8.64
-2.7
Acceleration
730.9
531.0
5.27
1.74
433.7
36.1
103.6
27.02
8.92
-6.1
Deceleration
561.3
425.0
6.59
2.17
327.8
47.5
110.8
25.28
8.34
1.1
Head Transition
Tail Transition
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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Nepean Conveyors
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Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
G e n e r a l
Belt Width
Belt Speed
Load
Ambient Temp
Total Mass
Total HS Inertia
Calculation Method
Friction Force
Lift Force
Misc Drag
Friction Factors
Equivalent DIN f
mm
m/sec
mtph
° C
kg
kg-m²
kN
kN
kN
1600
6.00
0
20
463273
1760
CEMA Universal (7th)
45.8
0.0
12.6
0.0187
I d l e r s Carry Return
Specification
Description
Model
Estimated No of Idlers
Belt Width
No of Rolls
Angle
Roll Diameter
Type
Rotating Weight
Bearing Type
Rating
Max Actual Load
Max Calc Load
RPM
Min L10 Life
Ave L10 Life
Vert. Misalign
Angular Install Tolerance
Forward Tilt
Mfg. Tolerance
Idler/Belt Friction
Seal Drag -Kis
Speed Factor -Kiv
Load Factor -Ciw
Drag Multiplier
Kt Multiplier
mm
deg
mm
kg
N
N
N
hr
hr
mm
mm
deg
mm
Nm
N-m/rpm
mm-N/N
6308-152-3
TBA
993
1600
3
35.0
152
Fixed
36.0
Ball
6743
4899
4921
752
102667
6045183
2.000
12.700
1.0
2.000
0.50
0.30
0.0003
0.06553
1.00
1.01
6306-152-2
NMC-549-4
497
1600
2
8.0
152
Fixed
30.0
Ball
4621
3788
3942
752
64309
409257
3.000
12.700
0.0
2.000
0.50
0.30
0.0003
0.05969
1.00
1.01
T a k e u p
Type
Tension
No of Pulleys
Weight
Selected Due To
Approx. Carriage Travel Due To
Permanent
Total
kN
kg
m
m
Auto
39.2
1
8000
Run Sag
(Refer To Belt Manufacturer)
0.82
0.86
M a t e r i a l
Description
Density
Surcharge Angle
Actual Area
Percent Loaded
Edge Distance
Bed Depth
Lump Size
Chute Drop Height
Impact Energy
kg/m³
deg
m ²
%
mm
mm
mm
m
N-m
Coal, Bituminous  ROM
900
20.0
0.000
0
800
0
300
4.00
1191.5
P r o f i l e
Horizontal Length
Vertical Lift
m
m
1482
168
B e l t
Type
Description
Cover Gauge
Rating
Safety/DesignFactor
Elastic Modulus
Weight
Apparent Length
Max Run Ten
Max Accel Ten
Max Decel Ten
mm
kN /(N/mm)
N/mm
kg/m
m
kN / N/mm / %
kN / N/mm / %
kN / N/mm / %
ST2800
8.0 x 7.0
673  / 420
6.67
201600
66.6
2,997
179.8  / 112  / 27
181.2  / 113  / 27
169.8  / 106  / 25
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Drives
Location
Number of Motors
Total Nameplate Power (kW)
Power Ratio
Efficiency
Wrap Angle (Deg)
Synchronous RPM
HS Inertia (kg-m²)
Backstop Required?
Running
Running Power (kW)
Percent Nameplate (%)
Running Te (kN)
Friction Factor
Wrap Factor
Slip Ratio
Actual T1/T2 Ratio
Breakaway
Breakaway Friction Multiplier
Req Breakaway Torque (% Nmpl)
Motor Peak Torque (% Nmpl)
Acceleration
Start Time(sec)
Ave Starting Torque (% Nmpl)
Starting Te (kN)
Friction Factor
Wrap Factor
Slip Ratio
Actual T1/T2 Ratio
Stopping
Est. Drift Time(sec)
Brake Stop Time(sec)
Avg Decel Torque (% Nmpl)
Brake Te (kN)
Brake Ratio
Friction Factor
Wrap Factor
Slip Ratio
Actual T1/T2 Ratio
1
14
2
2800
0.67
0.95
175
930
518.60
240
8.6
38.0
0.40
0.42
3.39
1.21
2.00
18
120
120
12
46.5
0.45
0.34
3.95
1.28
48.7
20.0
-12
-19
0.67
0.45
0.34
3.95
1.13
2
16
1
1400
0.33
0.95
202
930
259.30
120
8.6
19.0
0.40
0.32
4.09
1.14
2.00
18
120
120
12
23.2
0.45
0.26
4.88
1.19
48.7
20.0
-12
-7
0.33
0.45
0.26
4.88
1.04
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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Project
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Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Output
Flt Desc Station(m)
Elevation
(m)
Run
Tension
(kN)
Accel
Tension
(kN)
Decel
Tension
(kN)
Min Sag
Tension
(kN)
Idler
Drag
(N/m)
Idler
Align
(N/m)
Belt
Deform
(N/m)
Material
Trpling
(N/m)
Misc Drag
(N)
Mass
(kg)
1 Carry 0.01 0.00 41.5 36.1 47.5 30.6 2.63 2.63 10.00 1077
2 Bend 15.10 -0.54 41.3 36.0 47.1 1329 130
3 Carry 15.10 -0.54 42.7 37.4 48.4 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 1567
4 Carry 32.40 0.00 43.3 38.1 48.6 2.0 31.58 2.63 2.99 525 832
5 Carry 38.40 0.26 44.2 39.1 49.3 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 2220
6 Carry 62.90 1.30 45.4 40.3 49.7 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 6752
7 Carry 137.27 6.79 50.3 45.6 52.6 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 1771
8 Carry 156.77 8.36 51.7 47.0 53.5 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 10790
9 Carry 275.27 20.91 62.0 57.9 60.6 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 2061
10 Carry 297.77 24.39 64.7 60.7 62.6 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 679
11 Carry 305.19 25.48 65.6 61.6 63.3 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 45061
12 Carry 799.61 82.21 111.6 109.9 95.8 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 45061
13 Carry 1294.04 138.94 157.6 158.1 128.3 6.1 10.90 2.63 4.61 17201
14 Dr/Head 1481.82 167.70 179.8 181.2 145.3 6414 139305
15 Return 1482.07 166.48 148.2 141.1 164.6 23.0 2.29 2.63 7.59 857
16 Drive 1470.47 163.64 146.5 139.4 162.6 1104 70763
17 Return 1470.40 164.87 128.5 117.3 169.8 11.2 185
18 Bend 1473.17 164.48 128.3 117.1 169.5 1047 2249
19 Return 1473.16 165.72 129.3 118.3 169.8 12.1 3.96 2.63 6.08 13863
20 Return 1294.09 138.59 113.9 103.5 150.2 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 38056
21 Return 800.41 79.46 81.5 73.0 106.4 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 38128
22 Return 305.24 25.12 52.3 45.7 65.8 12.1 3.96 2.63 6.08 573
23 Return 297.82 24.03 51.7 45.1 65.0 12.1 3.96 2.63 6.08 1743
24 Return 275.32 20.55 49.7 43.2 62.5 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 9122
25 Return 156.80 8.00 43.0 37.0 53.1 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 1498
26 Return 137.30 6.43 42.2 36.3 51.8 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 5708
27 Return 62.92 0.94 39.6 33.9 47.5 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 1877
28 Return 38.42 -0.10 39.2 33.6 46.5 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 460
29 Return 32.41 -0.36 39.1 33.6 46.3 12.2 3.96 2.63 6.08 1310
30 Return 15.31 -0.87 39.0 33.5 45.8 9.2 5.11 2.63 5.52 1223
31 Tail/TU 0.00 -0.82 39.2 33.8 45.7 2227 1152
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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Project
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Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Belt
Specification
Carcass
Rating
Top Cover Gauge
Bottom Cover Gauge
Top Rubber Type
Bottom Rubber Type
Max Belt Width
Min Belt Width
Weight
Modulus
Accel/Decel Limit
N/mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
kg/m
N/mm
%
ST2800
420
8.0
7.0
Default
Default
1600
914
66.6
201600
140
Run Accel Decel
Min Safety Factor
Actual Safety Factor
Local Tension Limits
Min Local Safety Factor
Actual Local Safety Factor
Highest Local Tension Location
Lowest Tension Allowable
Lowest Local Tension
Lowest Local Tension Location
%
N/mm
N/mm
6.67
24.94
115
5.80
12.12
Vertical Curve Edge 11
5.25
-40.55
Vertical Curve Edge 11
24.74
4.14
12.25
Vertical Curve Edge 11
2.63
-43.03
Vertical Curve Edge 11
26.40
4.14
12.19
Vertical Curve Edge 11
2.63
-41.97
Vertical Curve Edge 11
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
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Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Transitions
Transitions
Head Transition Point
Length (mm)
Trough Depth (%)
Pulley Height (mm)
Tension At Head (kN)
Highest Local Stress (N/mm)
Local (S.F.)
Splice (S.F.)
Low Tension (N/mm)
Tail Transition Point
Length (mm)
Trough Depth (%)
Pulley Height (mm)
Tension At Tail (kN)
Highest Local Stress (N/mm)
Local (S.F.)
Splice (S.F.)
Low Tension (N/mm)
Run
14
9048
0
0
179.8
186.8
14.99
4.95
89.6
1
5700
36
97
41.5
107.0
26.17
8.64
-2.7
Acceleration
181.2
187.7
14.92
4.92
90.4
36.1
103.6
27.02
8.92
-6.1
Deceleration
145.3
165.3
16.94
5.59
68.0
47.5
110.8
25.28
8.34
1.1
Head Transition
Tail Transition
Comments: Existing 1600mm ST2800 belt, 3x1400kW installed, carry idlers upgraded to 6308brg, 6.0m/s to suit 5660tph
App D. 15Date
File
Engineer
Company
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N3738-CAL-001.an2x
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
All
Version 17.1.10.0
Project
Location
Description
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Case Summary
Case Name
Load (mtph)
Percent Loaded
Ambient Temperature (° C)
Total Friction Force (kN)
Lift Force (kN)
Misc Drag (kN)
Equivalent Friction Coefficient
Description
Material Density (kg/m³)
Surcharge Angle (degrees)
Lump Size (mm)
Total Nameplate (kW)
Percent Running Power
Start Time (sec)
Stopping Belt Travel (m)
Stopping Discharge (kg)
Belt Rating (N/mm)
Average Running S.F.
Average Starting S.F.
Average Stopping S.F.
Local Running S.F.
Local Starting S.F.
Local Stopping S.F.
Splice Running S.F.
Splice Starting S.F.
Splice Stopping S.F.
Normal TU Tension kN
Requirement
Base
5660
100
20.0
135.9
430.9
26.6
0.0219
Coal, Bituminous  ROM
900
20.0
300
4200
89.0
120.0
60.00
15722.22
420
6.3
6.1
8.0
5.4
5.3
6.6
1.8
1.7
2.2
39
Run Sag
Empty
0
0
20.0
45.8
0.0
12.6
0.0187
Coal, Bituminous  ROM
900
20.0
300
4200
8.6
120.0
60.00
0.00
420
24.9
24.7
26.4
12.1
12.2
12.2
4.0
4.0
4.0
39
Run Sag
Comments:
Version 17.1
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File:
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Company:
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Comments:
15/08/2017
N3738-CAL-001-1.lag
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Mark Patterson
Nepean Conveyors
Primary Drive Pulley.  Flexco 12mm full ceramic lagging
B e l t   P r o p e r t i e s
Pulley Diameter (mm) 1250.01
Arc of Contact (deg) 174.962
Belt Width  (mm) 1600.2
Belt Stiffness Modulus (KN/m) 1,152,000.00
Belt Cover Thickness (mm) 7.110
Belt Tension In (Kn) 710.42
Belt Tension Out (Kn) 325.76
Durometer (Shore A) 75
Cover Stiffness
Modulus Normal (kPa) 8,928.7
Cover Stiffness
Modulus Shear (kPa) 2,976.2
L a g g i n g
Thickness (mm) 12.000
Durometer (Shore A) 68
Stiffness Modulus Normal (kPa)6,233.00
Stiffness Modulus Shear (kPa) 2,075.32
Groove Spacing = (mm) 50.00
Groove Depth (mm) 5.667
Groove Width (mm) 4.000
Groove Depth 2 (mm) 5.667
Groove Width 2 (mm) 0.050
Rubber Friction Limit 0.700
C e r a m i c
Thickness (mm) 5.667
Width (mm) 20.000
Groove Width (mm) 0.000
Ceramic Rows = 2
Stiffness Modulus Normal (kPa)220,632,324.22
Friciton Limit 1.000
R e s u l t a n t   F r i c t i o n   a n d   S h e a r   S t r e s s
Belt Tension(Kn) To Prevent Local Slip = 250.11015201034 Kn
Belt Tension(Kn) To Prevent Full Slip Per CEMA (Euler) = 107 Kn
Maximum Shear Stress(kPa) = 302.6509
Version 17.1
Date:
File:
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Company:
Project:
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Description:
Comments:
15/08/2017
N3738-CAL-001-2.lag
Whitehaven NCO
Narrabri Coal Operations
Drift Conveyor Upgrade 5660tph
Mark Patterson
NEPEAN Conveyors
Secondary Drive Pulley Lagging - Flexco full ceramic
B e l t   P r o p e r t i e s
Pulley Diameter (mm) 1250.01
Arc of Contact (deg) 201.745
Belt Width  (mm) 1600.2
Belt Stiffness Modulus (KN/m) 1,152,000.00
Belt Cover Thickness (mm) 7.110
Belt Tension In (Kn) 324.06
Belt Tension Out (Kn) 128.56
Durometer (Shore A) 63
Cover Stiffness
Modulus Normal (kPa) 4,819.4
Cover Stiffness
Modulus Shear (kPa) 1,606.5
L a g g i n g
Thickness (mm) 12.000
Durometer (Shore A) 68
Stiffness Modulus Normal (kPa)6,233.00
Stiffness Modulus Shear (kPa) 2,075.32
Groove Spacing = (mm) 50.00
Groove Depth (mm) 5.667
Groove Width (mm) 4.000
Groove Depth 2 (mm) 5.667
Groove Width 2 (mm) 0.050
Rubber Friction Limit 0.700
C e r a m i c
Thickness (mm) 5.667
Width (mm) 20.000
Groove Width (mm) 0.000
Ceramic Rows = 2
Stiffness Modulus Normal (kPa)220,632,324.22
Friciton Limit 1.000
R e s u l t a n t   F r i c t i o n   a n d   S h e a r   S t r e s s
Belt Tension(Kn) To Prevent Local Slip = 104.426448656246 Kn
Belt Tension(Kn) To Prevent Full Slip Per CEMA (Euler) = 41 Kn
Maximum Shear Stress(kPa) = 129.0107
Appendix C - Raw Data from
Ultrasonic Thickness Tests
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Appendix D - 5 Whys Analysis
xlvii
What 
happened
When
Where
Production
Quality
Delivery
Costs
Safety
Environment
Other
Immediate Fix
Conveyor Upgraded since 
installation
Carry Idler Structure is 
misaligned
Idler Tilt Pulley Slip
Increase in productivity of 
the mine
The way in which it was 
installed
Part of the design 
specifications of the 
structure
Lagging faults
More skilled workforce Lack of precision Unknown - no access to 
design engineer
Incorrect lagging medium
Unknown - potentially 
inexperienced labour or 
time restraints
Design was completed too 
long ago
Designed this way
Comments
History
Results from Ultrasonic Thickness testing conducted on the belt in 2015 showed uneven 
accelerated wear on the PC of the Drift belt. Since then, the accelerated wear has increased. Since 
installation in 2011, the belt has undergone 2 upgrades increasing the production potential of the 
belt. Accelerated wear on the belt was calaculated to be in excess of 1.1 mm on the pulley cover 
reducing the life of the belt significantly.
Not Required
Why
Carry Idler structure is not level
The way in which it was installed
Structure hung from ceiling with 
chain
Structure is designed to hang from 
roof
5 WHY RCA Form
Accelerated Wear on Drift Belt
Ongoing
Drift Belt Pulley Cover
Loss of at least 10 days of Longwall Production or approximately $11,000,000.00 Revenue
Narrabri Coal Operations 
What was the significance of this problem on:
Page 1 of 2
Priority Person Responsible Due By Cost Centre CompleteCorrective Actions
Invesitgate potential lagging alternatives for new pulleys
Correct idler tilt on carry idler structure
Re-align carry idler structure 
Re-level carry idler structure
Page 2 of 2
l REFERENCES
Appendix E - Condition Monitoring
Technologies
Table 9.1 below outlines a range of available technologies as well as the aspects of the belt
each monitors.
Table 9.1: Condition Monitoring Technologies
Company Product Cord
Moni-
toring
Splice
Elon-
gation
Rip Cover
Thick-
ness
Belt
Condi-
tion
Video
Based
CBM Belt Spy No No No No Yes Yes
CBM CBGuard Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
Honeywell BeltAIS No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
ContiTech CordProtect Yes Yes No No No No
ContiTech RipDetect No No Yes No No No
ContiTech MultiProtect Yes Yes Yes No No No
ContiTech WearInspect No No No Yes Yes No
ContiTech SurfaceInspect No No No No Yes No
li
